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SUPREMELY SIGNIFICANT
SAYS WILSON 11 MESSAGE

TO THE

fERICAN

DRIVE
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OF SUPPLIES, ARE
Li AIDED HOURLY

WEDGES

Results of Battles Indicate! Great Transports Which Carry
That German Lines Are
12,000 Soldiers Are Coaled
Are
and Started on Return Trip
Weak and That They
in 40 Hours,
Unable to Halt Aggressors,

O

WE ARE ENLISTED MEN, MEMBERS

PER0NNE IS WRESTED

OF SINGLE ARMY OF MANY PARTS,
COMMANDED

iui

OF GERIilli

FROM

BY ONE OBLIGATION

ENEMY

BY

GIGANTIC UNDERTAKING
HAIG

.

TO MAKE PORT READY

Last Important Town on the Best
Western
Somme River, in Teuton

Harbor in
France Scene of
Debarkation of Americans
Being Rushed to Front.
Deep-wat-

er

Hands, Captured by British;
Every Tool in Every Essential Industry Is a Weapon, Wielded
Fall of Lens Is Predicted,
for Same Purpose That an Army Rifle Is Wielded; Ger'V
JOURNAL MGIAL
(l iiilated War Lead by the Associated
WR1 '
many Struck at What Free Men Everywhere Desire and
An American Port, Western France,
Tress.)
Must Have the Right to Determine Their Own Fortunes,
continue to give Sept. l. The spirit which animates
The Germans
gniuAd before the allies, liaily the all Americans here is the same as
to Exact Justice and to Oblige Governments to Act for
trftid of events accentuated the in- that of the front line trenches, tn the
security of tho tiermaii lines and their words of the general commanding. It
Them; For U. S. and Allies to Fail to Win This Conflict
inability to hold back the aggressors. is an Inspiration of Intense eagerness.
Would Be to Imperil Everything That Workmen Have
This is shown by tho fact that under
Where, two months ago great sathe first photc graphs to arrive in America of Chateau Thierry after it capture by American sol- - lients projected into th allied front, thn stress of haste otsend American
of
Oiip
Striven For and Held Dear Since Freedom First Had Its dlers. It shows (lie havce wrought by the Huns anil women ami children who remained In the timn iliirln : its these cither have been flattened out soldiers to the fighting front, the
occupation by Hie (ieriuaiis.
or are in the process of being blotted time required to unload the greatest
Dawn and Their Struggle for Justice Began.
of American
MORN, NO

journal proal lrahro vim
Washington, Sept. 1. All Americans are addressed as fellow enlisted
men of a single armv. of many parts
but commanded by a single obligation.
In President Wilson's Labor day message. At first the president says, this
hardly seemed more than a War of defense against military aggression; now
It Is clear that it is more than a war
to alter the lalance of power of
that Gormany was striking at
what free men everywhere desire and
must have, the right to determine
their own fortunes. Labor day, 1918,
therefore, is supremely significant, he
says.
The president's message follows:
My Fellow CltlBens;
Labor duy, 1918, Is not like any La
bor day that wo have known. Labor day
'was always deeply sig'rifieatit to us.
Now It Is supremely significant. Keenly as we were a year ago of the enterprise of life and death upon which
the nation had embarked, we did not
perceive its meaning as clearly as we
do now. We knew that we were all
partners and must stand and strive to.
gether, but we did not realize as we do
now that we are all enlisted
men.
member of a single army, or many
parts and many tasks but commanded
by a single obligation, our faces set
toward a single object. We now know
that every tool in every essential industry Is a weapon, and a weapon
wielded for the same purpose that an
army rifle Is wielded a weapon which
we were to lay down no rifle would
be of any use.
Why Are We Knitted?
And a weapon for what? What Is
fhe war for? Why are we enlisted
Why should we be ashamed if we were
not enlisted? At first it seemed hardly more than a war of defense against
the military aggression of Germany.
Helglum had been violated, France
and Germany was afield again,
as In 1870 and in 1866, to work out
her ambitions in Kurope; and It wis
necessary to meet her force with force.
But it Is clear now that it is much
more than a war to alter the balance
of power In Europe. Germany, It Is
now plain, was Btrlklng at what free
men everywhere desire an dmust have
the right to determine their own
fortunes, to Insist upon Justice, and
to oblige governments to act for them
and not for the private and selfish Interest of a governing class. It, Is a
war to make the nations and peoples
of the world secure against every such
power as the German autocracy repre
sents. It is a War of emancipation
Not until it is won can men anywhere
live free from constant fear or
breathe freely while they go about
their dally tasks and know that gov
ernments are thoir servants, not their
tmr MOftNiNa

e,

master.

Labor Should Support War.
This is, therefore, the war of all
wars which labor should support and
support with all its concentrated
power. The world cannot he safe,
men's lives cannot be secure, no man's
rights can be confidently and successfully asserted against the rule of arbitrary groups and special interests,
like tha
so long aa governmental
which, after long premeditation, drew
Austria and Germany into this war
are permitted to control the destinies
and the daily fortunes of men and na
tions, plotting while honest men work,
.

"

THE WEATHER
IrXRECAT.
Denver, Colo., Sept- 1. For New
Mexico: Monday, partly cloudy, probably local ahowerg east portion; Tues- day partly cloudy.
Arizona: Monday, partly cloudy and
unsettled, somewhat warmer; Tuesday
generally fair.
-

'

of holes.
the drilling and 'reaming
Tbey aro nycessnrv 1h'c:iii.p of the
innocent
of
which
fires
laying the
rivet holes being punched in shop do,
men, women and children are to bo
not always coincide despite careful
tha fuel.
nl;ol
cases
Ill some
workmanship.
You know the nature of this war.
holes be drilled on the tsliip. The
OP
It is a war which industry must susbetween holes is removed !py
tain. The army of laborers at home
reamlr.g, which Is merely a flight enis us Importune, as essential, as the
largement.
army of fighting men in the fields of
ltlvetters' Work Sixvtaciilnr.
battle. And the laborer is not only
Rivctters do perhaps the most specneeded as much as Iho soldier. It Is
of their
tacular work, the
his war. The, soldier is his champion
tools having a fascination
pneumatic
To fail to win
and representative.
reminiscent of the anvil of the village
would be t oirnperil everything that
blacksmith. Klvettiug holds the ship
the laborer has striven for and held
together, and a ship's plans sprcifiy
dear since freedom first had its dawn
every rivet, for each has a cerUitn
and his struggle for Justice began.
function. Chlppcrs and calkers trim
The soldiers at the front know this. It
off smooth the edges of plates, decks,
steels their muscles to think of It.
musts, spars and booms. Other ship
They are crusaders. They are fighting More, Than Half Million Men woodwork Is dono ' Joiners.
for no selfish advantage for their own
Ventilation, piping and Htlit metal
nation. They would despise anyom. 4 .Now. Engaged, in Pushing work Is done largely in shop by sheet
who fought for the selfish advantage
X') imU'avg and piping
metal work
Huge Program to Build Up also
of any nation. They are giving- - their
Is done in shop iy plumbers, malives that homes everywhere, as well
chinists and pipefitters.
Mercantile Marine,
as the homes they love in America,
Shop work on tho hull proper is
done by workmen operating shears,
may be kept safe and sacred, and
men everywhere be fre. They arc
punched, bemling rolls, planers and
VARIETY OF CLASSES
other machines and tho frame bendfighting for the ideals of their own
land great Ideals, immortal Ideals,
AS AMBULANCES PASS
NEEDED IN BIG. TASK ers, aeclylcno burners, furnace men
ideals which shall light the wav for all
who perforin the
and
men to the places where justice Is
of
to
the
work
erection
preparatory
done and men live with lifted heads,
plates, brackets, clips, beams, bulkand emancipated spirits. That Is the Men Skilled in Every Kind of heads and parts required for the hull Long List of Men, Who Volunreason they fight with solemn joy and
teered to Serve Where DanMechanical Work Have Part of a ship.
are invincible.
to Perform in Building a
ger Is Greatest, Cited by
Iay of Fresh Comprehension.
Let us make this, therefore, a day
Chiefs for Bravery,
of fresh comprehension not only 'Of
Ship,
what we are about, and of renewed
resolution, but a day of
and clear-eyeint MOItNINQ JOURNAL ftFRCIAL LtAOPO W,RE
(V MORNINa JOURNAL SPKCIAL ICASIO WtRtl
consecration also, in which we de
Italian Front. Sept. 1. The full
vote ourselves without pause or limit
Washington. Sept. 1. Shipbuilding,
of the work of the American
story
to the great task of setting our coun the many-side- d
In
task
which much of
lied Cross in Italy durinrr the. Austry and the whole world free to ren America's mechanical genius is today
trian defeat of Juno
will never
der justice to all and of making it im
engaged as a part, of the war progrurn,
lie written.
Some of It lies In tho
possible for small groups of political requires mechanics skilled in more
experience of yoimjr American volunrulers anvwhero to disturb our peace than
thirty trades, besides an army of
teers in canteens at advanced busts
or the peace of the world, or in any
unskilled
workers.
who cooked for every combatant unway to make to make tools and pup
a gigantic building program
With
til ordered to fall back out of fire.
pets of those upon whose consent and ahead, a Vast force is employed
along
New Cabinet Chief Said to Be More is in the memories of Hed Cross
upon whose power their own authority in this
phase of war work. Today 300,-00- 0
r
and their own very existence dopend.
ami
it nun, wno. ror icn (lavs
me nare at work in the shipyards,
VOII
hOllOWei
01
Hertlmg; land nights drove their freight through
We may count upon each other. The With 250.000
In trades that
engaged
nation Is of a single mind. It is tak provide material for tho shipbuilders.
Difficult Task to Revive
ing counsel with no special class. It.)
Hero are the skilled workers who
is burled in columns
of figures 11
New Country,
is serving no private or single Interest. are
doing tho work on the steel ship:
Its own mind has been cleared and Shipfltters,
headquarters in Home from which
blacksmiths,
rivetters,
within a few hours of the first warn-infortified by these days which burn shippers and calkers, drillers, plumb
IftV MORNINA
JOURNAL fneiH
the dross away. The light of a new ers,
VJIRtXl
supplies were poured along every
machinists.
Joiners,
lAQ
pipefitters,
road to the front.
conviction has penetrated to every
1.
Amsterdam.
An
The
new
,
Sept.
foundry-menmakers,
pattern
Ambulances Stand Heady.
class amongst us. We realize as we carpenters,
premier, Haron Tr. Max von
coppersmiths, heavy forgers, Irian Vossischn
Tleforc dawn on tho night of June
never realized before that we are com- steel metal
tho
Zeltung's
furnace
men,
workers,
rades, dependent upon one another, shearers, punchers, anglesmiths, ship- Vienna correspondent as "an Austrian! H, 'he first Austrian Fhork chiiio.
- I'iehlod the waiting Italian army wero
Irresistible when united, powerless
wrights, riggers, flangers, drop forg- Hertltng without the hitter's parhasections of American lied Cross
Vkhrn divided. And so we join hands ers,
holters-upermentary experience but with nnaIo-fou- r
erectors,
erectors,
to lead the world to a new and betMany of the Americans
bolters-up- ,
crane operators, locomo- gous political standing and
ter day.
hility." lie was appointed pre micron duty were new to Italy, and to
Ioftmen
tive engineers, firemen,
In
25.
(war. The others were veteran driv- Families of men who will march
painters and helpers In all these July
Von Ilussarek enters upon his tasklers from-thFrench front, some of
the parade, who desire to ride in the trades.
difficult
elrciim-- i whom began their, service long before
automobiles In the parade, are re
cent of the work on a ship under peculiarly
per
Sixty
quested to meet at the Chamber of is in constructing tho hull, and the stances. It is generally expected that, the t niteit Mates declared w
The curious fact is that between
Commerce at 9:30 o'clock this morn- remaining 40 per. cent is Installing me- he will sail In (lermany's wake. "It
ing. Cars will be provided for them chanical parts, deck furnishings and could not be otherwise," German com- the records of the veterans and the
under direction of Col. D. K. B. Sel Other equipment that goes to make mentators put it, almost threateningl- amateurs there stands today little dlf
y, although so far he has not made ferencc. Coolheadedness under fire
lers.
the finished vessel.
is soon learned If it can bo learned
Obviously, it Is almost impossible to any binding declaration to that
at all: and to balance tho veteran's
single out one craft that is tho most
Von
Hussareks appointment If; experience the new man Is frequently
Important. All contribute in making
more eager, In a career in which
the finished product and without any largely attributable to clerical influ-jth- e
one no complete ship could result. ences. Ho belong to the late Arch-- , the value of eagerness runs a. closo
on
I.oftsmen, however, play a great part. duke Francis Ferdinand's set from second to dexterity and common
.
which F.mporor Charles already hasB(,nso,
,
MotiM First Made.
Belgium
ministers. It is there-- 1
Shell Wrecks House,
Ship plans are made in a drafting chosen several ho
will enjoy the sup-- l
A rPport made to tho Italian
room on a small scale to the mould fore expected
of the Catholics.
Iprenio command by the commander
loft a large huilding with a smooth
To place the country's Internal econ-- 1 of Amtrnan Ited Cross Ambiilanc.
With the British Army In
floor of sufficient size to have drawn
on something' like
mic
Flanders, Sept. 1, (by the Assonjsfrtlon No. 2. the largest of tho four
upon It the plans of the ship to full soundsituation
basis If such be possible, will be
ciated Press.) For the first time
takes special notice of the
size the loftsmen fashion the temAmericans fought on Belgian soil' plates or moulds of light wood 'or pa- Hussarck's most difficult task. XcwlJirtl ()f a volunteer. Ooldphwalte II
taxation will be. Immediately required Dnrr of Ktiev. X. J.. on the nigh:
today. They captured Voorm-xeol- e
per from which the steel for the hull
and were engaged In the oplof June 14. Ho was on duty at, nr
can l,e laid off and marked for sheari- to meet the service of three und
millards of war debts and the advanced
erations elsewhere in the same lopost which was hlr by nn
ng, punching, planning and' other op- half
of tho disorganized
reorganization
cality.
wnlcn ciemollsneu par'
erations.
enemy
shell,
system will be equal- of the house, and
Tho moulds are made from three food distribution How
completely covered
London,' Sept. 1. Reuter'a corto
he
ly
Imperative.
to
arc
vessel
a
the
the lines of
ambulance
his
Returning
showing
plans,
extract further revenue from tho
respondent at British headquarof the section, he there
the sheer plan or side elevation, the
headquarters
ters says he heard the Americans,
population is a secret as yet not took
ambulance
half breadth plan and the body plan disclosed.
charge of another
besides taking Voormeieele, have
The body plan Is
or end elevation.
and returned to the field of battle In
strong pocaptured several
for
in
most used
the moulds,
order that he might continue his work
sitions between Voormeaeele and' It shows bettermaking
May Observe! Iahor Iay.
the shape of each
of pity.
1.
men
Railroad
Washington
Ypres.
Sept
The
floor
plate.
frame, beam and
The report of Section No, 2 is full
of
order
Director
General
McAdoo
ty
correct
be
moulds must
absolutely
similar Instances of bravery. John
of
l
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson to CliurcK
so that they will Join together prop- are to be permitted to participate In Walter M,ncr. jr., of Kenora. Ontario
IS
as
iuimjibo
iciririAuuns
iar
Washington, Sept. 1. President and erly.
uy
Canada, and Froderic J. Agate of
Mrs. Wilson drova to church today
The shipfitter is probably the one possible. Tn an order to all regional Scarsdale, N. Y were ordored to a
behind & pair of harfdsome bays, ob
whose trade may be directorswMr. McAdoo instructs them front post. Arriving at a cross rofid
serving the fuel administration's ban termed purely a shipbuilding trade. to make arrangements where possible they found It covered with barbed
upon the unnecessary use of automo- He marks off the steel material for to let railroad men observe the day wire ohstacles and two machine guns
biles on Sunday. Secret service men the parts of the vessel's hull, Ty fit- He reminds the railroad workers o! in place. With the help of the ma- who usually trail the president on mo ting the loftman's mould over the their high responsibility In helping
.'
win the war,
steel. Drillers also play a big part
forcyclesj were alonj in a carriage.
Inj
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Americans Fight
First Battle
Soil of
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A summary of local weather conhour
ditions for the twenty-fou- r
ending at 6 p, m. yesterday follows:
Maximum temperature, 86; minimum.
61; range. 15; temperature at t t)
fa,t 81; south wlndsj clear,

AUSTRIA

FIRST TOLD

SHIP BUILDING

-

UtCAh KKPORT.

out, and in some instances the allies
themselves have driven In wedges.
' "ilh the Ma me and Picnrdy sectors
S
now practically reclaimed, the wings
o fthe present allied offensive are
moving In n manner that bodes ill for
the Hermans. In the north, the wing
on the l,ys salient, southwest of Ypres
ITALY
gradually i sbeiullng under voluntary
retirements an dthe pressure of Field
Marshal llaig's forces. Following the
fall of Kemmel the allied line has
been moved further forward until It
now rests almost upon the Kctalres-11- 1
Passco road, less than seven miles
southwest of Arinentleres. Hy the wipBACK
ing out of this salient the menace
to the channel ports has been overcome
Franco- - Americans ,,l a nee.
On the southern wing, north of
VetRed Cross Drivers, Some
the French and American troops
their progress. The vilerans From France, Others are continuing
have
ad
lages of
Hi-- tH
New zX Gamfy Steadfast in been e.ipttrfe'l nitd, c
ette, a footing has been gained in the
Aiding Fighters,
woods west- of
through which passes the railroad linn
running from Chauny to Iiion. I,arg
numbers of prisoners
SHELLS RAKE ROADS
have been

metal-work-

er

Kols-son- s,

Crecy-Au-Mo-

i;n

-

taken.
From Aiiirs southward to tho vicinity of Noyon the Itritlsh and Fro leh
troops huve made remarkable gains.
Peronne, the last important town
in Cerman hands on the Homme liver,
has been captured. The Tlritish passed
on eastward and
'lth
northward
steady strides. PSouchavesnes and Ran.
court anil the high ground adjacent to
them also are Itrltish, and Field Marshal Halg's mfii huve arrived at the
outskirts of the St. Pierre Vaast wood.
Farther to the north other towns have
been taken. Including
Hullocourt,
which last week changed hands several times
,

ItUIMi Capture 2,000.
Tho Canadians and Aust -, Iia r.s were
in the forofront of the uunnni'. ers
throughout this region up I V I gallant
work. Considerably more than 'J.oai,
prisoners have been taken by 'be Urit-isand a few guns also havn een
h

I

captured.
To the soaith where the Ffnch lite
operating against the Germans along
the Canal lu Nord there have been
violent artillery duels. Seven miles
south of P ronnc, at Kpamincourt the
French have forced another cr sslng
o' the canail, and two miles northenst
of Ncslo they have captured the vil-

lage of Ttouy Le Petit.
Unofficial reports are to the effect
that the Riitish have reached the outskirts of Lens, the famous coal mining town north of Arras, and that
conflagrations are visible behind tho
lines In the neighborhood of Lens
and as far as Armentieresf Theso fires
are taken as an indication that it Is
the Intention of the Germans to retreat in this general region. The German war office admits the relinquishment of territory between Ypres und
Jji Passeo, declaring that tho movement was for the purpose of shortening the German lino and that It was
carried out without the knowledge of
thn Prlfish.
Spain Is to take oyer nil German
ships now interned In Spanish ports
as a reprisal for the sinking of Spanish
vessels by German submarines.
Reports from Petrograd are to the
effect that Nikolai I.enlne, the Jtolshe-vl- k
premier, has died from wounds
inflicted by an assassin.

LBABRO

transports bringing

11!.-0-

troops, coal her und start her
back to America, has been reduced
from four days to forty hours.
This Is the best deep-watport of
western continental Kurope with a
harbor capable of receiving the navlss
of the world, and yet up to the time
the Americans came here six months
ago, It was practically undeveloped
and unused. It was estimated then
that the facilities might possibly permit tho landing, of 20,000 men' a
month.
i,
..
n tided In Pay.
0(1(10
Put with 2.ri0,000 men a month' coming from America, something had to
be done on a gigantic scale arid dona
quickly. Fortunately the emergency
produced tho men; an American brigadier general who had planned and,
executed some of tho great engineering projects of tho west, and an American admiral who has the reputation
of accomplishing, large things. In' a
quiet" way., Around thenr Were grouped
men of the same talents.
Gut of It hns arisen this man'eloue
receiving port of today, where tfne
tlsy's landing of 4 5,000 men has been
followed the next day 15,000 60,000
in two days or, fit the rate of 900,000
a month. And the strange thing hHS
been that tho port has not folt or even
known of the huge migration passing
through Its gates, so quietly and
smoothly tho organization has functioned.
Vast Supplies Handled.
It Is the same with the handling- of
the immense stocks of war supplies
tiB It Is with the handling of troops.
Six months ago It was estimated that
6,000 tons a month could be handled.
Actually more than that Is handled
dally, and this is not the main port for
supplies, us It Is for men.
A large measure of credit for the
high record in debarking troops is given by the general to the officer In
charge of the several thousand negro
stevedores. This officer has had a remarkable career which exactly equips
him for the present huge undertaking.
He was a Liverpool docker, who went
to tho I'tiited States with the Ounard
company, and worked up to the position of terminal superintendent at
Poston. As an expert and master of
docking he was appointed a major in
the army. Put he forgets alt about
being a major when he takes corn
mand of these 2,000 black stevedores
and a great ocean steamer heaves Into
sight with thousands of men aboard
who must be landed on record time.
All of the old spirit of the Liver-podocker comes back again, he
becomes a human dynamo, and the
army of black stevedores follow him
with the same eagerness that men follow theis. leader "over the top." Here
are some examples showing Just what
this means:
When tho greatest of American
transports first came over it
fifty-tw- o
days ro unload her at Liverpool. The next trip was better twenty-eight
days. Then on the third trip
it was decided to send her to this
French port where the Americans had
begun to take things over. It was tt
risky experiment, they thought. But
they failed to reckon the major and
his black stevedores, for this Is in re
m.irkalvle record of how the great ves
set has been handled at this port:
First arrival, 10,000 men and supplies were unloaded and the ship
coaled and sent bae kin four days.
Second arrival, unloaded, coaled end,
'
sent, back In three days.
,
Third arrivel, unloaded, coated
sent back In forty-eighours.
Fourth arrival, unloaded, coal and
sent back in forty hours.
Tho magnitude of such an
may be Judged by the fact
that f,000 tons of coal has to be put
on tho huge transport to send her
back, and all of this must be loaded
feet of
from lighters, as her forty-ondraught keeps her far out In the har
hours
bor. And all this In forty-eigbesides debarking 10,000 troops on
lighters and several thousand tons of
"
steel and emergency wjr cargo.
Americans seems to have discovered
for the first time that this port
nearer K'ew York than any of the,
great ports, and Is thus on the great
commercial highroad from the west to
continental Europe. This holds out a
brilliant future for the port in the af1
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PASSAGE DRAFT LAW
PLEASES AMERICANS
,RV MORNINV JOURNAL tRCCIAL 11118 WIRII
With the American Army In France,
Sept. 1 (by the Assocatcd Press).
The enactment of the new American
man power measrre. brought expressions of satisfaction from the American army.
The high command Is Interested In
the moral effect the measure will
have upon the enemy. His man power now is concededly at its weakest
and his replacement sources limited.
upon a
Military authorities count
reaction upon the morale in Germany
as a strong; factor tn the winter situation.
It may be said that from the commander in chief to the rank and file,
every one In encourag ed bjr the act.
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AlKuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, September 2, 1918.

in

taxes during 1861-6- 2
was JS.52 to $1; PART AMERICANS TOOK
ind 11.62-6us $5.51 to $1; in 1863- 04 as $3.38 to $1 and in
as
WHEN ITALY TURNED
$2.95 to $1.
AUSTRIA BACK IS TOLD
Chase's Kooomiiwndatious.
Secretary Chase of tho treasurer
Jewe;U
rather thought up extraordinary taxa(Continued from Page One.)
tion wus needed beyond that necessary
to meet tho interest on the new loans ciuiio gun operators, they tore down
and opened the barbed wire, and adauthorized and to rcduco a small part
coal and
vanced 300 meters further, and reachof
recomthe
tax
debt
Ilis
annually.
kwd of wood
mendation of December, 1861, was in- ed a house whore the wounded were
V
tended to yield only a small fraction being cared for while bullets of the
of the amount expected fro mthe two armies were miniug all nround
them. Having filled their ambulance
loans, but he did nsk for internal revG
enue duties, and in January
1x62, with wounded, thev returned to tho
In view of the publicity recently given The Bayer Company, Inc., the
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Trade Commission Is Ineffi tax as a means of raising war revenue bill.
Returns
Disappointing.
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and
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tion Because of Torpedoing liberty
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Key of New
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for tho maintenance Italian front last winter nnd who had
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Lonns wero to be largely depended doubt that after tho heavy fight for to younger men, was
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Instantly
machine a orew of armorers has to
has been heedless of the accuracy and upon to furnish tho war revenue, it life and freedom a prosperous peace by a shell on the morning of Juno 17. Associated Press.) The Spanish gov- ing.
prepare them by insertion the various
frankness which its position and the being thought by the legislature that will arise for the German
people l,loutenunt Mekey was buried the ernment tonight decided to take over
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will
French people
"Conquered
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war. As a result the ratio of loans to
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Journal Want Ads brlnst results.
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flag has been placed bcsldo the cross, by German submarines.
n ffrom the ground
by a pulley system
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Foreign Minister Dato decided nt a
and throughout the battle his Italian
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night that the request for conservahad been hastily perched under i Drydock and Manufacturing company.
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tree o.p0slto the station has asked the territorial council of
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elimination of pleasure riding In aued and tested. The water tanks and
entrance, looking for all the world defense to help.it get contracts for the
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lighting sets, for if the lighting sysform and cups of hot coffee held to survey boats would be built in Alaska
tem fails during flight it may cause
HIGHWAY REGULATIONS
the lips of men loo seriously hurt to if there were any shipyards in the tera great deal of troublo and pcrhapi
move. Otherwise, the daily and night- ritory prepared to build vessels of 110
bring disaster.
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an is starring at the Rivoli this week,
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Armv

in

France, Sept.
by (hp. Associ- ated Press.) Again the German
1

o

defenses north 0f Soissons have
been cracked by the Americans,
s who
tonight have made secure i
their new positions near Terny- Sorny and on a line along the Re- - ?
road.
5
The Americans are at the apex
of the allied forces in that part
of the general front and the com- manding officer, the French Gen- - r
eral Mungin, today supplemented
.0.
in
riirawpra 01 congratulation,
v expressing to the American com- mander admiration for his unit's
work and admitting surprise that 8
troops comparatively new should
have conducted themselves with ?
v such dash and brilliancy.
thun-Soisso-
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vvun 1110 American Army in France,
Sept.
(by the Associated Press.)
the American troops In their drive
beyond Juvigny last night and today
advanced about two miles and cu
turea nearly 1,00 prisoners, together
W'ltn considerable
war supplies.
'iiie advance fiom Juvigny began
nt 4 o clock Saturday and the Americans had gained their obiective by
9 o'clock n.t niglh.
Ragged points in
the new line were smoothed out today.
In addition to the CUll prisoners, two
pieces of artillery were captured and
a great number of machine guns, and
1

trench mortars.

Trenches, shell holes and the open
field were strewn with German dead.
The drive proved a field day for
the Americans and French. The artillery levelled the ground while allied airplanes maintained
uninterrupted connection hy radio with batThe infantry retery commanders.
sponded like veterans and with enthusiastic shouts began tho pursuit.
Tanks io Willi Infantry.
With the infantry went the tanks,
and It was a different story from that
when they advanced against Juvigny.
Thirty tanks had been detailed for
tho work. They were light,
French tanks capable of a speed over
rough ground of ten or fifteen miles
an hour and almost as easily handled
as an automobile.
When the order for the advance
was given, the Americans leaped out
of their positions, plunging forward
toward the points that had been indicated. From out. of conceuled positions the tanks moved toward the ma
chine gun nests. North of Juvigny
there was a small hill on which the
Germans had concentrated a stong
machine gun force but there was little to do there when the infantry arrived, in some cases the positions actually had been obliterated.
There was no organized resistance;
it. was a case of mopping up rather
an extended district. Tho Germans
who were still left in the area were
detacher forces, many of them in
caves, some in sections of the old
two-ma-

n
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The list of sch,ool teachers for the
coming term, whion opens Tuesday
vVas announced
yesterday lv Superintendent John Milno. The s, hool
have no manual training teacher ai
present, although the board of education has combed the country for a
It is said oth
suitable instructor.
are having the same trouble.
It is believed that a man from the
war department will be obtained to
teach military maneuvers ns well ,is
physical training. Otherwise there is
a full quota of teachers and cond
tions are better for the school opening than last year.
The new work shop which is being
constructed will not he finished for
the opening and some lime will he
required before it is completed. When
it is finished, however, it will be ore
of the most complete and modern in
the southwest.
The eighth grade will lie taught lithe library building and the seventh
grade In the Central building. AM
other students will report to their respective buildings, and a change will
be made in the future if it is found
that some of the buildings are overcrowded.
All students have been urged
to
report for work Tuesday and not delay their entrance until after school
--

is

started.

few more than "T.n students have
Enrolled in the high school, which Is
less than last year's registration. It is
possible, however, that belated registrants will swell this number. However, owing to the war, it is not unreasonable to expect a falling oft In
the number of boys enrolled.
A wireless outfit has been Installed
in the school and will be a part of
the instruction In the night school. 1'
is intende(f5prliiiarily
for men of the
draft ago. but is not limited to this
class. The night schools will be held
Fr1
on Mondays, Wednesdays and
days. The sessions probably will beuin
about Sep'tember 15. In the night
school it is the Intention of the board
of education to establish classes when
a sufficient number have applied f.n-certain line of work. The majer
portion of the work will consist of
English and other branches of those
whose education has been neglected.
This work will be from the primary
grade up.
The teachers named are ns follows:
High School.
r,
G. Jt. Jones, prinoipal; Ella M.
assistant; Lillian Kieke, Gertrude
M filer,
Riitn
Wilhelmlnu
Takken,
Jeanette
Oxlev. Lvdio Lheureux,
Inches, Ruth Hill, Bessie Edsall. Elsie Gather, Eunice Pleasant and Ruth
M. Peairs.
A

.

Suiervlsorn.

John II. Metiers. Mable M. Sheltor,
Lydia Fadner, Dora Otto.
,
(.rude 8, High Seliool.
Lydia Sloan, Myrtle Plant.

tirade S, Library.
phy. ltushford, Minn.; Albert H I'. hi
Maud E. Rodgers, Mary Frisbie, ElAuis Porter,
tman, Seward. Nehr.;
sie Hickman.
Quality, Ky.; Harrison Townsend, SeyCentral Seliool.
mour, Tenn.; Charles H. Walt,
J. F. llenlley, principal; Cora AlPa.; Charles 11. Wunseh, "t.
len, Ethel Thompson. Mrs, H. Carlisle
Louis, Mo.; Walter W- Abrams,
Winifred Hillvard, Gertrude Elliott.
Wash.; James Will iid Jilanch-ard- , trenchej.
Laurene Assclin, Ethel Beckham.
Kiilamazoo, Mich.; Ira .'acksor,,
Huns Crack When Ponmlexl.
First Ward.
liabcock, (la.; Josejih Jordan, Bangor,
Terny-Sorn- y
was reached without
Mrs. T. I. Butts, principal; Adah
Maine.
V MOP.NINR
JOURNAL triClL I.IARID W,R1
a struggle, but practically every other Vaughn, Ona E Schupp, Jane Walsh
Died of Disease.
The following casualties are. report-e- d
Mis. Taylor, Beatri-position between tho American line Belle
MMai.
Bn.
John
the
Klinge.ismllh of departure and the obiective was Selsor Sweet,
Sgt.
and Vlulet C. Moore.
by the commanding general of
M.
Morris
Greeixsburg. Pu.; Sergeant
American expeditionary forces:
the Germans
Second Ward.
yielded only because
Killed in action, 51; missing in ac- Rowley, Stockton, Md.; Privates .lf.hr. were unable to retain it.
Mitchell, principal; Lillic
George
I
Anderson, Humboldt Co., Calif.;
Prisoners said that within the past
Erma
Stella
Scruggs,
tion, B7; wounded severely, 12t; died Thomas
ACunningham, Cambridge, few days two new German divisions Keepers,
Parker. Selma AnEthel
of wounds, 14; died of disease, fi; Mass. ;
Schrpeder.
John N. Mcl'herson, W. Tolelo
the 238th and the 237th the first derson, Margaret Schmidt, Jean L.
wounded, degree undertcrmined, 88;
Ohio.
of which marched from Rhelms and Sheridan, Elizabeth Howard,
Helen
total, 3116. ,
the other from Meiz, had been cm- - Schmidt.
Killed in Action.
placed In the sector. Both were ex
Third Ward.
Capt. Orvillo L- Anderson, Great
cellent organizations but, like others
Falls, Mont.; Lieutenants Joseph W.
J. F. Bentley, principal; Ida Elde",
were
afflicted
F.
encountered
recently,
Alleene Keeler, Lucy 6. Mann, DoroEmery, Jr., Quincy, III.; Gerald
with that mysterious something which
Russell, Lois Ferguson. Myra
,Kelly. Marietta, Ohio; Ioe H. Wall,
caused the mto crack when pounded. thy Mary Bordenave,
fit. Louis, Mo.; Charles L- Gardner,
A
of
used
new
was
barragrf
variety
Fourth Ward.
William
Louisville, Ky.; Sergeants
by the Americans. Prisoners characJessel Young, Marshfield, Wis ; James
J. R. McCollum, principal; Minnie
It
as
a
fire."
terized
"crazy
O. Diehl, Jane Herron, Ruby Rhea,
Sebo, Dayton, Ohio; Roy Vingers, LaOthers solemnly declared that they
crosse, Wis.; Corporal Albert Edward
Margaret Savage,., Iana MacGregor.
had been subiected to a counter-ba- r
Tierncy, Alma Horton, Eliza- a
Jennie
IWetherell, Saginaw, Mich.; Privates
ocof
own
did
their
That
rage
army.
Lillian Hesselden,
Joseph Adams .Chicago; Homer A.
TOOL
In at least one Instance, due to beth Turnbull, Anna Swayne,
cur
Julia.
Dnllnsky,
Armstrong, Philomath, Ore.; Wills
the confusion in the German arlel
Armstrong- Ridgefleld. Wash.; Guy C.
Mary Keleher.
service.
Special Departments.
Eurson, Casper, Wyo.; Daniel F. CallaThe Ameiicnns
held their long
Nellio lloinung, nurse; Thomas
han, New Haven, Conn.; Charles
on a line of targets, beginrange
guns
in
Forces
American
attendance officer; W. I'
Lorrain, Sept
Joseph Casey, Philadelphia; Moses
ning their barrage along a. line to the Morrln,
1
Gerclerk.
Press.)
(by the Associated
Mass.;
Rutledge,
Spencer,
Stanley
rear
of
on
movfed
This
that.
barrage
Coryell, Rrowntown, Wis.; Thomas .1. man artillery last night shelled the and In a brief Interval another barAmericans In the Tool sector. FollowCoughlln, New York; Walter H, Creas-erage started at the Rame point. When GIRLS TAKE PLACES
Custer, Wash.; Thomas F. Cun- ing a lull of several hours the bomthe first moving line of fire reached
dayhreak that of the
OF CALIFORNIA MEN
ningham, Fairfield, Mont.; Earl Elliott bardment was resumed at to
long range guns, they
a
narrowing
shifted and tho triple barrage was reJlanlcy, X. M.; Walter Frederick Etue, today, gradually
fire on a small sector.
Bay City, Mich-- James Fields, Ker-jnl- t,
peated.
(V MOHNINO JOUSNL tFtCIAk LIAICD WIRf
At 5 o'clock this morning a GerW. Va.; Fried
Fuerback, Mi- man
Allic Suprrmo In Air.
Francisco, Sept, 1. Fifty overall-San
force estimated at about 200 men
clad
lwaukee, Wis:; James E. Goldthorpe,
girls were added to the forbara
when
Ordinarily
creeping
attempted a raid behind a barrage.
ces of stock clerks In business estah
Ft. Plain, N. Y.; Alfred Gross, Shaw-nn- The
feel
those
under
the
fire
passes,
rage
enemy was driven off before he
Wis ; Charles E. Higgins, Alberta
lishments of northern California and
reached the trenches. Some German free to reappear. In this case they Nevada
Canada; Roy Hopp, Milwaukee, Wis.i dead were
during August, through the
reappeared only to be subiected to anleft.
Albert Urns, Superior, Wis.; Herman
San Francisco office of the Un'.ted
other smothering fire.
Another
In the Verraid
attempted
bureau, division
On the American
Ixistikow, Milwaukee, Wis.; Angles ges sector this
left similar tac- States employment
morning was repulsed. tics were used, but the intervals were of girls and.womeri, according to Mis.
l,
Soulis, Tehachapi, Calif.; Leo
Auburn, Mich.; Jean B.
longer, the American guns covering Virginia SpinkB, examiner In charge.
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
found for a score
Ran Francisco, Calif.; Ion-ar- d
exactly'twice the gr,ound, if measured Positions were
A. Knutson, Sisterbay, Wis.;
of girls and women Jn an airplano
by the density of the fire.
The allies' mastery of the air in factory near bere and one girl was
Celsa Alonzo.
Leberace, Concord, Mass-- Robert
Celsa Alonzo,
In the employed as a private chaufeuse in
year-old
this sector Is unquastioned.
I.uecke, Shawano, Wis.; Douglas
daughter
City, Mich.; Hugh A. or Mr. and Mrs. Atanacio Alonzo. died air at one time thjre were counted a Sacramento valley town. Through
res- eiKhtv allied planes. It was one of the local office, which placed several
Manchester, Detroit, Mich.; Murry Ma- yesterday morning at
con, Blanchardville, Wis.; Merton CI to idence, 115 West Iron avenue. Fu- those rare opportunities for observa girls and women In such unusual pur
Pardee, Bay City, Mich.; Charles E. neral services willbe held In tho Fred tion work: the visibility was good an suits as sheepherdera and milkers on
Peebles,. Crysta.1 City, Mo.; Elmer J. Crdllott chapel at 3 o'clock this after- squadron after squadron ascended. farms during the summer, position?
noon. Burial will be in San Juan With the observation
planes went were obtained for draughtswomen and
Perkins, Houghton, Mich-- Peter
combat planes, a few of which disap blueprinters, watch repairers and auWash.; James H. Schooley, cemetery.
peared over the German lines to take tomobile polishers.
Zillah, Wash.: Edwards Vanheske,
Mike Garcia.
The San Francisco office Is main,
part In the actual fighting.
l,
Ewell, Philadelphia; Charles H.
Funeral services for Mike Garcia,
Occasionally a German plane chal taining a record of more than 900
Westfield, Mass.
who died at, his home in Los Griegos, lenged their presence but in ever case gtrls and women placed each month.
Died of Wounds.
It Is working in close
Friday, will be held at 8 o'clock this It was driven off.
Corporal Clyde Burley, Bigrun,
The allied planes even prevented with the United States civil servica
morning In San Felipe de Ncrt church.
Mechanic John R. Strashough,
be in Santa Barbara cem- the Germans from spotting for their commission and, Mrs. Spink said, is
Pa.: Privates William E. Bate-ma- Burial will
own artillery with any degree of effi- finding attractive opportunities for
etery.
Mountaintop, Ark.; Frank P.
ciency. Not me. allied plane was women in many different phases of
ton.
ronis, Scran
Pa.; George J. Rutter, Tell it
brought down.
commercial, industrial,
the
classified
agricultural
through
Chicago; Ira W. Walker, Thormhilo,
and domestic service.
ReThe
of
columns
JournalTex.; Elworth E. Welch. Dillis, TVnn.
Fee's fee Mora will be ckwed
Peter Wlrketis, Chicago; Julius Woz- - sults are quick and certain.
day, September 2nd. E. W- - 1 EE.
Join (lie Two-b-u
doit,
1

Roll

BOYS

Training Department Radical Group Demanding Youngsters Under Organiza- Officers and Others Alike Are
Without
tion of Red Triangle Will
Instructor;
Peace Fighting to Take ConMay
Warned to Keep Out of the
Have War Department OffiAssist in Obtaining Funds in
trol Out of Organization's
Game; No Private Interests
cial for Military Training,
War Relief Campaign,
Hands; People Deceived,
to Serve Now,

.Go Over the Top; Troops
rush Par Beyond Juvigny.

dis-

aster."
This great Pathe production ts beApiwarlng Toduy nt the Pastime
Theater in "The Fallen
ing shown today at the Idea!, also the
"Katzenjammer Kills" cartoon comedy, and the educational feature, "InAT THE THEATERS TODAY.
diana Limestone."
"IV Theater Repeating "Shark
AT THE LYRIC
Munroe," with William S, Hart in tho
Corinne
Griffith,
Vitagraph's
title role, also the reel of "Current
young and beautiful star, adds much
Events See the AVorld."
r
The
Ideal
of to her reputation as a screen actress
the Ideal yesterday proved a big suc- by her portrayal ofthe role of Jacue
cess. The great Patho play, "Mori line Carturet in "Love Watches." the
Trouble," with Frank Keenan as th Blue Ribbon feature which will he
at tho Lyric theater today. The
star, is being repeated, also the two seen
was made famous by Billie
role
extra reels.
in London and New York, and
I.yric Theater Corinne Griffith, a Burke
Miss Griffith's interpretation W the
popular Greater Yitagraph star, will role
of the young girl who refuses to
be seen in "Love Watches," a five-rea
but chooses a
feature; also a big "V" comedy marry
count of many affairs, is said to
reel.
Pastime Theater Repeating Jew-i- d measure fully up to the high stand
Carmen as the leading character ard set hy that distinguished star of
the speaking stage.
in "Tho Fallen Angel." a five-re"Love Watches," it will be recalled,
Kox production;
also "The Widow's
is a French fare" written by F. de
Night," with Jlilly Parsons as the
Flers and J, Caillayat, two French
star.
playrights of note, whose play won
them a prize from the French AcadAT THE "H."
"Iive Watches" derives its
Appearing in what may safelv he emy,
raid to hoj the finest photoplay shown title from the theme or the play,
William S. which is that love watches over its
here in 'many months,
a talisman which will
Hart, was a prime attraction in his own, thatmanit isor 'woman.
The play U
newest photoplay, "Shark Monroe," ut protect
In this rich In satire and the dialogue gives
the "H" theater yesterday.
splendid comedy touches.
picture, Mr. Hart portrays tho role many
There will also be shown a big "V"
of "Shark" Monroe, the savage master of a sealing schooner, "The Gull," comedy of two reels.
the northwe.si
sailed ulong
which
VT THE PASTIME.
coast.
Jewel Carmen the beautiful Jewol
It was a new character, as far as
the girl with the champagne
Sir. Hart was concerned, hut he de- Carmen,
us again
last nighi
charmed
eyes
with
its
various
splenphases
veloped
vehicle, "The
did artistry, and the play achieved an when her latest starring
a smashing photo-dram- a
instantaneous triumph. "Shark" Mor-lo- e Fallen InAngel,"
which a beautiful woman
is a remarkable character ati
pays the price of folly, was presented
the story by C. Gardiner Sullivan, if. at
the Pastime theater. "The Fallon
docuand
human
vivid
a remarkably
based on a famous story by
Angel,"
an
Is
seas.
It
western
ment of the
Morris, "iou Cant Get
Gouverneur
the
northern
ocean
and
epic of the
forms one of the best
With
It,"
Away
snows and Mr. Hart realizes completeinai 11
entertainment
evenings
ly the popularity of this attractive been our good fortune to see in a Ion?
theme,
and. right here and now. we
It is being repeated today for tho time,
who likes good moeverybody
urge
Weeklast time, also the "Current
to see this production.
tion
pictures
ly" reel.
In "The Fallen Angel," Miss Carmen portrays the character of a rich
AT THE IDEAL.
then
"More Trouble" is the picture thot girl who loses her fortune and
unable to stand up under the grind of
was lauded to the skies by every
critic in New York when it poverty, enters into an unconvention
emago if al domestic arrangement with her
had its premiere a few weeks Broad-waployer. Years later true love enter?
the famous Rivoli theater on
her life, and then, too late, she finds
for her com
The critic of the Evening Globe, ii that the price she paid
luxuries was all to heavy.
reviewing the initial showing of "More forts and the above the
Resides
managemei t
Trouble." wrote:
two-recom"There is a certain freshness of nov- is also repeating the
"The Widow's Night," with "BilTrouble."
edy,
"More
of
to
theme
the
elty
as the funmaker.
the photoplay in which Frank Keen ly" Parsons
r.i
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TEACHERS NAMED

AMERICANS RUSH

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLUMS

THREE

of Honor

Deep-cree-

American Casualties

e

(By
Enterprise Aks'ii.)
Berne, Sept. 1. The vague reports
as to the powers responsible for the
recent German offensives, for the continuance of the submarine warfare,
for the illusionary
peace
and for all the crimes that can be
laid nt Germany's door, have brought
to light the work of one of the most
autocratic and despotic organizations
in the world.
The kaiser fears and obeys it, as the
Hohenzollern dynasty depends f,n 11
for its continuance, The reichstug
fights vainly against its decrees- while
the people themselves are lulled into
dreams of conquest and peace by its
promises.
This secret and powerful body is
known as the "independent Commission for a German Peace," and true
to its name it seeks to force, a German-made
peace down the throats
of the allied nations, regardkss of
the cost to the people of the central
empires.
Rich Men In It.
Its members Include practically all
rich
tho. big Prussian landowners,
iHiinuf:icturers and high military officers. The control of the German
press with hut :i few exceptions, lies
in Its hands, and Its voice carries the
final say In all military matters.
, Hindenburg,
Ludendorff, Count
llertling and Foreign Minister Hliitze
t
the mouthpieces of these
and the work pt these
men is tint an example, of the work
of the others In ermany proper.
n
it was the secret power of
that has forced from public
office all thosa with nny taint of offering the allies a fair deal.
Michaells and recently
Kuchimann were forced out through
the activities of these men.
The organization of the fatherland
parly under the leadership of Admiral
von Tirpitz, of submarine, fame, has
been 1. ne of its steps in eludiii.' the
people as to its real aims.
Radicals Fight Cabal.
The fatherland party has beii calling upon nil good Germans to rally
to its banners, to help defend their
country against the Invaders, to annex all territories conquered and to
force Germany's enemies to pay' for
the war. However, of late this party
has been falling into disrepute, its
true character having been brought to
light.
With the recent defeats inflicted
upon the German armies by the allies,
a small but powerful
group of radicals, aided by the shipbuilding and industrial magnates of Hamburg and
the Rhine cities, has set forth to
wrest the control of German policies
out of the hands of these iunkers
This group wants pence at any
price to stage off an economic war after the war which will mean ruin to
them and to Germany.
They were given a setback by the
enforced resignation of Kuehlmann
and the succession of Admiral von
Hintze as foreign minister, but they
have declared themselves opposed to
the peace terms of the "Independent
Commission," and the world will
await with interest the struggle between these two forces, on which the
future of Germany depends.
Brest-l.itovs-

k

are-lin-

super-Junker-

The boys

of America

nre

to be

War Work campaign for funds with
which to finance the war activities of
the V. M. o. A., the Y. W, C. A., the
Wur Camp Community service and
the American Library association.
While upon their elders will devolve the greater portion of the burden of getting together the $l3!I,50e,.
000, which will bo needed in wir
work during the coming winter, the
boys will have no small part to play
in the great work if
present nlans are
carried into execution.
"A million boys a million fighters,"
is the slogan adopted
by those who
have the organization of the young- sieis in nund, according to tho tentative plans which have reached the
headquarters of the fritted Wur Wortc
campaign in the Y. M. C. A. building
on Central avenue. The nronosed
Igunlzation will be known ffs the "Red
Triangle Boys'" and the members wlM
wear a badge which will show a red
triangle surmounted by an eagle ar.d
near the legend "I am enlisted."
It Is believed that the proposed or- ganlzation will enlist the services of
fully a. million of boys in the work
of doing something material In the
way of bucking
up their fathers,
brothers and friends who are in the
trenches or are on their vyny to some
section or tho far flung battle line,
which stretches from the North sen
to tho Persian gulf.
'Earn and give," will bo the motto
of the "Red Trianglo Boys," anil It
will be proposed to the boys seeking
enlistment in the new organization
that each pledge himself to earn thj?
money he contributes to the war fund
rather than try to Induce his father
or mother or big brother or big sister
to give it to him even for so worthy
a purpose.
It has been suggested that each bin
enlisting pledge himself to earn anil
give $5 to the cause, no more to bo
taken from any boy no matter how
fortunately ho may be situated so fur
as opportunity for earning money W
concerned.
This will place all hoys
on an equality In that particular and
wiil give none a chance to boast that
!ho has done more for the cause than
bthur bfiys have given nnd he will bo
under pledge to do no less.
The plan has found much favor In
the eyes of those who have made a
study of war fund raising, not only
because of the spirit of patriotism
which it will arouse among the boy
of the country who have arrived ut
the age where they can earn the money which they will give to keep so mo
fighter fit, but because of the tendency it will have to kindle a spirit o(
industry in the lads.
Mr. Brient, who will have general
charge of the T'nited War Work campaign In New Mexico, has established
hendqunrters In the Y. M. C. A. building and will begin to assemble his
force of organizers this week. In thai
force will bo on organizer of "Red
Triangle Boys" who. as soon as he
gets his supplies, will begin organizing tho boys In Albuquerque and othEach
er New Mexico communities.
boy enlisting will be entitled to wei-the badge nnd to display in the window of his home a curd setting forth
the fact that "A boy from this house
has enlisted in tho Red Triangle Boys
to earn and give to help the Y make
DENVER our fighters happy."
this.or-ganizato-
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Denver, Colo., Sept. 1. The one
hundred and sixteenth meeting of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers opened Its sessions here today.
Following inspection tomorrow of the
s
plants at Utah Junction
and other chemical and ore treating
worss in ma oenver district, its mem- i.ers wu i go to (Colorado Springs,
where the remaining sessions, lasting
through the week, will be held. Thursday Is to be suent. nn tho aitm in it nt
Pike's Peak. Friday visiting points of
i merest ut
j'ueoio.
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NAVAL GUARD ON JOS,
-CUDAHY ACCOUNTED FOR
imi MORNINfl JOURNAL
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AVashington,. Sept. 1. Twenty-twmemoers oi me nuval armed guard of
the American steamer Joseph Cuda-hsunk by a submarine on August
17, have been brought safely into an
Atlantic port by British steamers.
The same ships hud aboard sixteen civilian members of the Cudahy's crew,
leaving unaccounted for only twenty-fou- r
of the slxtv-tw- o
Hopes are entertained for the rescue
oi mc men nun Trussing. 'J no enure
guard is accounted for.
o

Simp Wild Humors,
Amsterdam, Sept. 1. Rumors that
Field Marshal von Hindenburg has
committed suicide, that the whole
German army has gone over to the
fojrces and that the
British fleet has attacked and de
stroyed Heligoland have become so
wldispread in the Essen district tha.
the commandant of that town has Is
sued a proclamattion advising the
people not to believe "extravagant
Anglo-Frenc-

h

rumors."

Tried Many, Found the Best.
flood digestion is the foundation of
good nealtn. Foley Cathartic Tablets
keep the bowels regular, sweeten the
stomach and tone up the liver. There
Is nothing better if one desires an
harmless physic gentle In
nction, yet thoroughly cleansing In effect. J. P. Gaston, Newark, Ind., says
he used a great many kinds of cacathartic Tablets
thartics, but Foley
more -- a tisf action than any
hii
prp
other. He says they are the best cathartic tablets made. Bold everywhere.
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tPtCIAL LtAIA WINtl
Gen-

thoroughly organized during the next
Washington, Sept. 1. Director
few weeks for work in the 1'nited eral MoAdoo
today ordered all

rail-

road men, officials and employes alike
to keep out of pontics.
Coming state and federal tel;tiati9
as well us the primary contests, the
director general said, make It imperative that the conduct of all should
be so scrupulously guarded .hrxt there
can be no charge, of railroad-Influenc-

Pointing out that white railroad's
were under private management It
was common report that their pailiei-putio- n
in politics was widespreud,
Mr. .MoAdoo said under government
control there are no longer private Interests to serve"1'nder government control," says
the aniioiicement, "there is no inducement to officers nd employes, to engage in politics. On, the contrary they
owe a high duty to the public scrupulously to abstain thereform."
Tliew Aollvltles Forbidden.
He announced that no railroad officer, attorney or employe may do
any of the following;
Be an officer or member of nny
or organisation
political committee
that solicits funds for political purposes.
He a delegate, a chairman or an of.
fleer in any political conventon.
Solicit or receive funds for any
purpose or contribute to any
political fund collected bv an official
rr employe of any railroad, or any
official or employe of the United
;
States or any state.
Assume the conduct of any political
campaign.
Attempt to coerce or Intimidate
another officer or employe In his
vote.
(Violation of this rule, Mr. MoAdoo
says will result In Immediate dismiss-a- l
pol-Itlc-

)

Become a candidate for any political office. Those who desire to run
for office or engage In politics must
immediately sever their connections
with tho United States railroad serv.

ice.

IVicsn't Want a Maehiue.
Membership on a local school or
park board will not be construed
a political office.
Calling on all the railroad men to
carry out the spirit of the policy to
announced, the director general say;
"Let us demonstrate to the American people that under federal control,
railroad officers, attorneys and employes cannot be mado a part of aft
political machine nor be used for an
organized or selfish motive. Let us
set such a high standard of
public
duty and service that it will be Worthy
of general emulation."
and American consuls acted as Inter,
preters. Both generals expressed their
friendly feeling toward each other and
agreed that the promptness with
which the situation was placed under
control here indicated a mutual spirit
of
between the two conn
.
tries.
Eighteen new graves were counter)
today in the municipal cemetery ft
Nogales, Sonorn, where the dead of
skirmish Tuesday were burled. This
is taken as confirmation of statements

that many more than the fourteen

given In the Mexican official report
were killed during the firing.,
One American soldier said he saw
at least twenty-fiv- e
bodies In the
streets of the Mexican town and more
In the hills back of the town after tha
fighting. Fifty is now considered- a
conservative estimute of the dead on
the Mexican side. Six 0f the Mexicans
wounded were women, Volunteer Ked
Cross nurses rendered first aid to the
wounded, Mexican Consul Garsa 2er-tucstated today.
,

HAVE

WIRE FENCE TO

STOPSlGGEINf

REVENUE

Gen. Calles to Erect. One

at

BILL IS THE

--

TASK BEFORE CONGRESS

Clnce Which, It Is Believed,
(V MORN,N JOURNAL IPICAI. Uillt Will)
Washington, Sept. 1. Congress toWill Eliminate Friction Be- morrow
begins the tenth month of
its present session with the war rev,
tween the Guards, ' '
nue bill as the principal task ahead.
The national prohibition hill pending
in the senate, the water power d
!Y MORN, JOURNAL RRICIAL LIAOO WUII)
Nogales, Ariz., Sept. 1. A barbed velopment bill before the house and
wire fence, sufficiently
high and other measures will be given conslri.
strong to prevent smuggling, was pro- eratlon.
The revenue bill Is to be reported
posed to be built between the two
towns here by General De Rosey Ca- tomorrow by the ways and mean
bell to Oeneral Plutarco Ellas Calles committee for beginning of debate
today, during a final conference held Thursday or Friday. Its passage
on the international boundary here. thereby the middle of September Is
prior to the departure of the two com- - 'expected.
manders for their headquarters early ' After the house acts and while the
in the week
bill Is before senate committee, an
General Cabell said this would solve other series of vacation recesses are
much of tho difficulty experienced by planned for both senate and house,
the customs and Immigration author- when there Is no legislation demandities on both sides of the border, and ing action,
would eliminate much of the friction
Passage of the war time prohibibetween
the customs guards who tion bill is planned this week. It will
were responsible for the shooting vbe brought up again Tuesday, tomor
Tuesday lust. General Calles agreed row's senate session on the holiday
to the suggestion and said he would being arranged solely for memorial
erect a temporary fence at once pend- services in honor of the lata Senator
'
Jl
, .
ing the completion of a permanent Newlands of Nevada,
one.
Woman suffrage advocate still ate
The meeting was held on the ma pressing for an early vots on the reso
h
sonry bridge spanning the
lution pending In the senate, but there
which separates the twin towns. The Is little prospect of a vote far saveial
conference was attended by Colonel weeks, although its disposition befo.-Lara, commander in Nogales, Sonora, the November elections Is planned.
and Col. Earl C. Carnahan, who will Politics also promise soon to he
be In command of the
given much attention In both bratt
here. Col. John D. Hartmann also ches of congress.
Senator Sherman
attended the conference as did Lieut.k0f Illinois, republican, has glvep no
C. F. Palmer, General Cabell's aide tic that he expects to apeak nx
General Calles wore a new Tuesday on "Unofficial and Person- uniform of horizon blue, a cap of the .al Government." "
same color with the golden eagle of
his rank on the front. The Mexican
Journal WaAt AO ttrtog rsaulbv
,

.
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, September 2, 1918.

FOUR

DIHINS

Will Merkle .Shine or Flunk?
TOED MXHRXD

Victory Gives Senators Three
Game? in Four of the Series
and Eleven in Nineteen in
Season From Yanks,

FROM PITTSBURGH
National

League Champions
Take 2 to 0 (lame From
Pirates; Cubs Bunch Hits
Off Hill and Constock,

Washington. Sept.
Washington
and New York met here for the las;
time thin season, the local team winning. The victory gave WashinKtor.
three games In four of the series ami
eleven in nineteen
for the season
with the Yankees. Score:
Ww York
1.

4
4

1

Pratt, 2h
Fourliier, In
Hyatt, If

4

1

4

1

4

0

3

(1

4

2
0

ss.

Perkinntiugli,

Hannah,

.

c

Kentinsr, i
Mogridge. p
Kiiineniii, v

-

Totals

ft

II

u

2

0

0
2

o
I'

2

n

r,

o

0

0

4

0
0
0

0

it

10

35

1

3

n

n

1

1

24

II.

P. A.

1

Sh.
Hi.
cf.

2

4

Lsvan, ss.
Picinkh, c

.

Ayers, p.
x Morgan

llatteson,

1

Cutshaw,

6

ft

H

I

v

K
f;

(I

II

i

i

o

u
n

0

3

ft

II

0

(I

o
0
0
0

m

i9is

1'

ft pi

0
0

I

I'ti-man.- )

.

C

1tvt-land-

i

1

.
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AMERICAN
LEADS

M. Ixmis
Detroit
SI. Louis. Sept. 1. With Ty Cobb
Slsler in the
pitching aguinst Oeorge
last inning of the second same of
Detroit and
today's double-headeseason
St. Louis closed trte baseball
Detroit won the first game; St. Lou's
won the second, profiting by Detroit
'
Infield errors. Scores:
First game.

SERIES

WON H THE PAS T

-.

r,

Petrott
St. lxmis

001 220 1107 13
000 011 102 5 12
Daiiss and Yelle; Daven-

1

3

Batteries:
SeverelO.
port. Leifield, Bennett and 11. H. F
Second game.
4

jtroit
St. Iouis

02 000
000 41

0002
lOx-

6

2

-G

Batteries: Cunningham, Cobb and
mid
Spencer; Wright, Bisler

TEACH F.US MF.l.T TODAY.
tht
of
A general
meeting
school teachers of the public
4 achoolH will be heU n tho high
school building ut 10 o'clock this
The board of duca- morning.
tion will meet with the trieheis
and plans for the work; of the
coming year will be discussed.

LIBERTY CHORUS WILL
MEET AT 3 P. M. TODAY

New York. Sept. 1. Kegardless of
the outcome of the coinins; world series the lead secured in recent years
t
by the American league teams is
to hold the National league in
check though the senior league standard bearers were to capture the baseball classic in the
easiest possible
fashion.
The clash of 1918 will be
the fourteenth under the auspices of
the nationa' commission and of tho
thirteen series which are now part
of diamond history
the Anjerican
league chilis have won eight while
five have been the portion of the Na
tional
The last victory
bv a National
league team was the record performance of the Boston players In 1914
when the Braves swept the Phlladel
phla Athletics before them In four
straight games, which caused the
eventual disruption
of the famous
PreShibe park baseball machine.
vious to that time the record for the
shortest series was held by the Chicago Nationals of 1907. In that year
the team, led by Frank Chance, defeated .the Detroit
Americans, four
games to none, but the series required
five contests, as the openlnst game
resulted in a 3 to 3 tie.
But one other series developed a
tie game. This occurred In the meeting of the New York Nationals an
the Boston Americans in the memorable conflict of 1912. This Beries,
which still holds the record for number of games, attendance and gate receipts, went full eii'ht contests before the Boston Ited Sox emerged vicn
tors. More than a quarter of a
of fans attended the games and
the gate receipts were a trifle more
than 1400,000. Knch player on' the
winning team received $4,024. while
the losing Giants found a balm fo.kthelr defeat in the fact that their end

sliii!-l,-i-

ml'-llo-

-

TRIM

1.

'

WISH
National kitLEAtCB

.

Cgood "substantial

lunch can be ob
tained at the restaurant for 3a cents,
to Phillip 11. Kennedv.
Uceordlng
commercial attache nt London of the
bureau of foreign and domestic commerce.
Food rationing has bem established
successfully this year. Mr. Kennedy
informs the bureau, but food regnla-- j
jtions resulted in hotel and restaurant
owners reducing tho quantity
nnd
quality of food without any redm
tion in price.
In some Instances
were increased.
prices
o
o'Fairell, c
Ixnl Ministry Acts.
0
Vaughn, p
Seeing that this situation was like
1
Tyler, p
ly to become an actual hardship, the
food ministry took steps to assist the
15
Totals
j; I
Mr. Kennedy. The first
ft public, writes
mill 000 000
Pittsburgh
action was establishment of nation:;l
imft 000
Chicago
hit
Holloctv kitchens. A thousand were establishSummary:
Double ed from February to August, with
cr. Sacrifice hit Killifer.
three or four under the direct
play llollochcr to Merkle. Base on only
balls (iff Vaughn I, off Hill 5. Struck management of the foqd ministry, the
out By Vaughn 1. In Tyler 1, by Hill others being controlled by local authorities.
Necessary capital may bj
1.
Innings pitched - Hy Vaughn 4, by obtained
from the government, buf
Tyler r., by Hill 7, by Constock 1.
return payment must be made In ten
years. The kitchens are said to have
St. Hon is
Cincinnati
In relieving
the
helped materially
Cincinnati,
Sept.
went into third place by winning both food difficulties.
A further step was necessary, Mr.
with St.
games of n double-heade- r
The local team
I.ouis.
hit both Kennedy reports, because hotel and
patrons found the fciici
Meadows and Ames at will. Score: restaurant
regulations to be a hardship. As an
St. 6ii'.
AH, It. II. PO. A. K. experiment, the food ministry opene
0
0 its first national restaurant on June
3
0
0
Anderson, rf
district
ft 2fi, last, near the newspaper
ft
Heathecotc, cf. . . . 4 0
In Fleet street, and it has proved so
0
4
0
0
0
l'aulette, lb
to
be open5
0 successful that others are
3
Hornsby, ss. ...... 4 0
ft
ed in London nnd other cities.
1
1
a
0
Fisher, 2b
1
1
"The original payment for rent and
2
0
0
0
Wallace, 2b
0
1
1
3
3
0
equipment amounted to $12,160."
Mcllenry, If
"The manageS
1
3
0 writes Mr. Kennedy.
0
0
Betzel, 3h.
restaurant 1s in the
3
0 ,4
0 ment of the
2
0
Conzales, e
ft charge of the director of the national
1
0 ,2
2
2
Meadows, p
1
who hopes to be able to re0
ft kitchens,
0
x Brock
0
0
pay tho original treasury investment
earned.
Totals
.30 2 7 24 lti 2 within a year from profits
There has been some idea that this
x Kan for Meadows in ninth.
restaurant has been subsidized by the
Cincinnati.
AB. R. II. PO. A. K. government, but the director declares
4
that the food is purchased In the opnroh, oh. .
en market in competition with other-anNeale, cf. . .
that all money advanced by the
Cueto, If. . .
4
government will be fully repaid.
.
S. Magee, lb.
KvorytlilUK Is Clean.
. 4
Griffith,
"In this initial restaurant the sta'f
. 3
U Magee, 2b.
The
numbers about thirty persons.
3
.
Blackbn ni ss
kitchen and dining room are very
4
.
Wingo, c.
clean and attractive, and the service
. 1
Ellcr, p.
appears to be very efficient. The
10
system in vogue is what is sometimes
.29
Totals
000 001 0012 known in the United States as the
St. Louis
the customers wait on
000 300 20x 5 safeteria plan
Cincinnati
The dining room has a
Summary: Two base hits. Wingo, themselves.
Three baso hits, I,. Ma- seating capacity for 170 persons at
Heathcote.
gee. Meadows. Sacrifice hits, Kller, one sitting. It is estimated that 1,000
Meadows. Sacrifice fly, Anderson. meals are served from 11:30 a. ni.
Groh to S. Magee. to 8 p. m. One of the most profitable
Double plays,
features of the restaurant is the servMeadows, Hornsby to Puulette;
on
Base
ing of afternoon tea, which has been
Oonzales.
to
Hornshuy
bulls, off Meadows 6. Struck out. by very well patronized. The principle
on which the restaurant is run Is to
Kller 8, by Meadows 2.
H. H. I'.. serve food which is most easily proSecond game.
curable nt the time. This makes pos6 10
."ill 120 002
St. Louis
2 sible the serving of liberal portions
10 4
..ftr.O 201 02x
Cincinnati
As an indicaBatteries: Ames and Brock; llitn; at reasonable prices.
tion of the prices the following; will
and Archer.
give those in effect on July 2. 1918:
"Soup,. 2 pence a portion; fish, 4
to 6 pence; roast meat, 4 to 6 pence;
two meat entrees, 4 to 6 pence; vegetables, 2 pence a portion; bread, one-haTill: U'OltMVS SKHIttS.
sweets, 3 and 4 pence:
pence;
The first three games of tho
coffee, 2 pence a cup; tea. one penc
baseball
a cup.
world s championship
"An arrangement has been workej
0 series will be played In Chicago
out whereby bIx vouchers will be ox
between the Chicago Cubs and
the Boston Ited Sox. The series
changed for one meat coupon, each
will begin Wednesday. The offl- voucher entitling the holder to a men
? clal time for the beginning of the
feal of not less than two ounces. In
games has not been announced,- ?' this. way it is possible to procure six
but the Morning Journal will remeat meals for one meat coupon. A
reive special leased wire reports
substantial lunch can be pro- good
In 4 duced for a charge of one shilling, six
directly from the grounds.
this way the game will be played
pence (approximately 35 cents).
before Alhu.iiero,ue tans on the
Bestiiuraiil Is Popular.
scoreIs very
Morning Journal's electric
"The national restaurant
the
with
board simultaneously
populaf with the shop workers, clerk i
in
playing
Chicago. The starting
and business men in the vicinity of
time of the games will he an- Fleet street, the newspaper center of
nouneed later.
London. A queue starts forming ?
half hour before the doors open, and
4
4
It was necessary to remain in lino
0
4,
about 45 minutes before being served.
This is the only inconvenience attachI'arnin Into Navy.;
ed to the scheme, and perhaps when
Snn Francisco, Calif., Aug. 31.
more restaurants are established this
Willie Frankie Farron, who has figbe overcome.
ured in many lightweight bouts here may
"This
national restaurant hns
and in other cities In the west, will received first
a great deal of public atdon the uniform of a United States
The newspapers contain a
sailor this week. Farrorr enlisted Just tention.
the
before recruiting offices closed here full account of a visit paid by Mr-i- .
and kept the matter secret, worktns wife of the prime minister, minl-ot
at the shipyards while Rwalting hi Lloyd George: the wife of the
of munitions, Mrs. Churchill, and
call to the colors.
the, wife of the food controller. Mr.
Clynes, who took luncheon at the resMen Feel Tircfl,
While much is said about tired taurant and expressed great commeb-datlo- n
women it must be remembered that
of the food and service. The
men also pay the penalty of overwork. rush of patronage and the public atWhen the kidneys are weak, Inactive
tc this restaurant have
or sluggish, when one feels tired out tention given
that there Is
and miserable, lacks energy and am- indicated very clearly
bition. Foley Kidnev Pills are tonic need for many of these restaurants
and strengthening.
Win. H. Clark, to be established in London and othci
Springfield, Ohio, writes: "I found no cities of the United Kingdom.
relief from kidney trouble until I dis"Already hotels and restaurants
covered Foley Kidney Pills. Now I am have
naturally been considerably
in A 1 shape." They act 'quickly and alarmed by this development The
surely. Sold everywhere.
ministry of food received a. deputat
tion of these interests, but found that
Fee's f.y-,- store will lie dosed
bor day, September i.tul,.K. ,WV FKE. they had no definite program. . The
.

11
24 11
Totals
x
Hatted for Hill in eighth.
Chicago.
AH I!. II. I'O. A.
0
l
0
rf
Flack,
r,
4
Holloi her, ss .
2
i
0
Matin, If
4
0
0
I'askerl, cf
1
10
Merkle, lb
4
2
Pick, 1)
:i
Deal. 3 b ..
Killifer, c
,

.

22xl

the lmll. Mo called to an umpire and
touched the base with the ball. The
umpire "declared Merkle forced for the
McCormick's
final out, invalidating
run.
The tie game was replayed later
and the Cubs won, cinching the pen- nanr.
Four years later the (iiants and Red
Sok met in a world sci iis. The 'scries
went eight games, Knch club had won
three games one had been tied. The
Ciianls took Hie lead in the. tenth inning with Mnthewson pitching masterful bull. Speaker was at bat. He
lifted a high foul down the first base
line. Merkle watched the ball arc into the sky but made no effort to get
it. Too late chief Myers lumbered after the ball, which dropped in front
of bitu. Speaker then singled, scoring
a runner who tied the score anil Huston eventually won the game.
Merkle has had no chance In a
,
wm.(,
(.xpute theBe baseball
omissions.
True, he started in the
l'i:i series, but sprained his tinkle so
badly In the first game that he was
sn- practically useless tho rest of the
Hlthounh he played
parts ot
games and utspiayeii great uainnic".
This ear Merkle will have his
chance.
Col. lialph V.. Twitcliell, chairman
of the cci nlive board of New Mexico's united war work campaign, left
Albwiucripic Saturday afternoon for
Oklahoma City where he will attend
a regional conference of those engaged In war work activities which
will be held Monday and Tuesday,
Sept. 2 and 3. He will return to the
state next Thursday or Friday nnd resume his activities in the mutter of
organizing the several counties of the
state for the November drive for
funds for war activities.

'''

to $2, alii! per man.
American
the
league
Although
teams hold a safe margin In Berks
won, the total in' games and runs is
far closer, of the seventy-tw- o
gamei
played In the thirteen series, to dato.
won
have
teams
the junlot league
thirty-seveand the National league
two
while
thirty-threclubs
ended In ties. The lead in runs is almost as narrow for the American
league teams have amassed u total of
U44 in the seventy-tw- o
games to th"

amounted

n

239.

THE MAJOR LEAGUES
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The

major
New York, Sept.
leagues' baseball season clo.los with
tomorrow's holiday givnts, with Chicago Nationals and Boston Americans
winners of the championships of their
respective leagues. The Cubs clinched
the pennant last Sunday while the
Bed Sox did not make sure of the
American title until Saturday The
teams will meet at Chicago Wcdnes- day in the first game of the world's
series.
In the national league Chicago, after breaking even last Sunday with
Brooklyn, divided a six game series
Tyler and
evenly with Cincinnati.
Vaughn allowed Pittsburgh four' hits
nnd no runs today.
In the American league Boston suffered two defeats in three games, with
Detroit, hut took three out of four
from Philadelphia. Mays succesifully
pitched both games against Philadelphia Friday. Bush lost a close
game to Detroit Tuesday. Jones pitch,
ed a shut out against tho Tigers Wednesday, lluth hold Philadelphia to
three lilts Saturday, but in the second game of the day Watson blanked
the lied Sox with one hit.
1.

'

Cleveland (lull Disbands.
Chicago. Sept. 1. The Cleveland
in the American
club, runner-u- p
league race, disbanded here tonight
The team was scheduled to finish Its
season In St. louis tomorrow, hut according to James C. Dunn, president
of the club, the players preferred run
ning no chance of vlo'ting' General

Crowder's order.

e

1

1

1

1

.3

.

.

.

.

A

.

d

did good work, knocking u
home run with two on base.
The Sluggers will play the Helen
team in a deciding gume for the
championship here next Sunday.
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FISH YIELD

ALASKA

WORTH

$60,000,000

Juneau, Alaska, Aug. 10 (hy mail
Territorial officials estimate this
year's Alaska sea food yield will bo
.

worth over $50,000,000, according lo
on announcement made here today
by K. J. White, chief of the ten ito.t.il
bureau of publicity. Last year t lie f";od
yield of the Alaskan waters wai worth
over $51,000,000.

Plan Slate Boxiiur Circuit.
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 31. A
state boxing circuit In California, proposed by Jack Prince of Ha kersfield,
is receiving some attention from San
Francisco fans. Prince, according to
reports, proposes to give weekly shows
in towns of the San Joaquin and Sacramento valleys and San Francisco
bay cities. Business men of Bakers-fiel- d
were induced by Prince to finance the building of a sport stadium
and sport writers here report that he
merchants of
proposes to interest
Fresno and Sacramento
nthe construction of similar buildings, where
weekly shows might bo .staged. How
matches would be arranged among the
boxers had not yet been disclosed.
1

Cut This Out It Is Worth Money.
Don't miss this. Cut out this slip,
Foley
Spokane, Wash.. Sept. 1. Thirty-fou- r enclose with 5c and mail it to Chica&
Co., 2X35 Sheffield avenue,
hundred pupils of the public
111., writing your name and address
go,
schools of this city are tending 2,800
clearly. You will receive in return a
gardens here the present season,
trial package containing Foley's Honey
the supervision of Superintendent and Tar
Compound, for coughs, colds
Orville C. Pratt of the city school"!
and croup; Foley Kidney Pills, for
carried out through a corps of inspec
pain in sides and back; rheumatism,
tors who give personal attention to the backache, kidney and bladder ailments; and Foley Cathartic Tablets,
progress of the youthful gardeners.
and thoroughly cleansThe city has been divided into four a wholesome for
constipation, biliouscathartic,
ing
named
a
with
districts,
supervisor,
ness, headache and sluggish bowels.
from tho faculty of the public schools, Sold everywhere.
for each, and under him an assistant
Fee's feed store will lie closed
This is the eighth year that home gnr-de- n
work has been encouraged
day, September 2nd. E. W. FF.H.
children by the city schools
the city itself and the chamber of
NOTICE 1'OR I'l'nl.lCATlON.
commerce.
of the Interior, IJ. S. Land OfThis year work is being carried on Department
fice at Sunta Fe. New Mexico.
..;.. I. haral.v i.ivon Ihnl Alliilfll CirleiTll.
in greater detail than formerly and
nf Tllemn. New Meileo. who. i.n May 11,
Mrs. llarriette lycetto has been de 11114.
mnrt HuninlRHil Kntrv. Na. eJineir.. for
tailed by the department of agriculNE
SG
8ee. 1?:F,
SH
8
SVV
XE
Section 21), Townntilp
ture through Washington State col- E
filed
M.
P.
liai
X.
9N'..
Merlillun,
liB.,
lege to have supervision of the six nnttceRange
of Intention to make three year final
canning centers at which girls and Proof, to establish claim to the lanil above
women are given Instruction In can- described, before- V. K. MolJonnlu. tlnlteo
states Commissioner, at Albuquerque, New
ning. Each of these is under a. superMexico, on (Jet. 12, 191 S.
visor, and ut each six cannins clubs,
Claimant names ah 'witnessoB:
CurloR (irieso, of Tijeraa, N. M.
with a membership of eight to fifteen
Annus! In Ortego, of TIJeraR. N. M.
girls, has been organized.
Itafael GrieKO. of Tijeras, N. M.
To date 10.000 quarts of fruits and
Auguatln Seillllo, of Tijenm. N. M.
FRANCISCO
DEMIADO,
vegetables have been canned by th
Register.
who receive high
club members,
school credits for their work. It is
NOTICE FOIl ITBMCATION.
V. S. band Ofpredicted that during August 2.'),Gft0 Department of the Interior.
fice at Santa F"e, New Mexico, August 2(S,
quarts additional will have been
1918.
Notice is hereby given that Antonio
placed in cans. Provision has been
made for the sale at the canning cen- flliirgls. of PajarUo, Tlernallllo Co.. N. Mex.,
on March III, 1913, made Homesteart
who,
the
club
excess
of
ters
supplies by
SW
l,ota s
Kntry, No. 01x143 for K
members.
nnd 4. Section Thirty. Township 10M., Range
IRY
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1W., N. M. P. Meriillan. has filed notice ot
Intention to make Five Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before l- F- Mcliiinahl. t'nlted States Commissioner, at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Oct.

BEET SYRUP AVAILABLE
AS SUGAR SUBSTITUTE

14.

i

.

GAME

ez also

400 SCHOOL PUPILS
TEND 2,800 GARDENS

,

lf

TODAY MARKS END OF
BASEBALL SEASON IN

fRV MORNING

Two-bas-

IN

The Alubqueriiue Sluggers yesterday
defeated the Barelas Browns in a
game at Barelas by a score of 7 to !.
flonzales and Chaves did the mound
work for the Slngijers while Hooper
and D. Hill performed for the Browns.
Cordova starred at bat, knocking a
three-bas- e
hit with one on base. Chav-

is
The food ministry, however,
going anead with tno estaiillsnment
of more restaurants Immediately. The
director of national kitchens of the
ministry of food, 0. F. Spencer, h s
already made definite arrangements-testablish four similar restaurants
In loudon and one in Leeds, Olas- N'ewcastle-on- KOW'
Manchester,
Tyne, Brighton, Cardiff, Birmingham
and Bristol. Many appeals have also
been received from different parts of
the country for the starting of similr.r
It
restaurants in their communities.
Is impossible to say at present how
far this undertaking will extend", but
it appears to have been Inaugurated
with very great success.
"This movement has resulted from
the tendency of hotel and restaurant
keepers to fasten the burden of fool
Th s
regulations on their customers.
ilias resulted, in a special emergency
need for something to be done to protect the interest of the public during
of
the war. The success, however,
national kitchens and national res.
taurants may have an ultimate effect
in showing the advantages of
cooking and serving of food."

II

BARELAS
BASEBALL

1

Nationals'

1

Members of the L'berl chorus will
pieet at Hunlng paiV crU 3 o clock this?
afternoon to (issit In immunity
All memrwrs ari rciuested to
their song books and to v. ear
their badges
The program, for the community
singing includes: "America," "La'Oara-baldi- 's
"Mule Brittaula,"'
War Hymn," 'Keep The Home
Fires Burning" "Battle Hymn of the
"Star
Erpubllc." "Over There,"
Spangled Banner."

-

raif'('1

1.'

o

X

9
32
12 27
Totals
x Batted for Ayers in fourth.
000 201 0003
New York
iwi'HiTOiiiiwitiwir'fr'1,'B
000 230 OOx r.
Washington
Summary: Two base hits, Peckin-paug(l(y I 'mi I
Becker. Shanks. Three base
The most
money player in
Sacrifice fly, Morgan baseball will unlucky
hit, Picinich.
apain In: seen in a world
Double plays. Judge. Lavan to Judge: series this fall.
Pratt, Pecklnpaugh to Founder. Bimo
For the third time in his stormy
on balls, off Keating 3. off Matteson baseball career Fred Merkle will bear
2.
Struck out, by Ayers 5, by Kea'-in- g the
plaudits or denunciations of thnu-- i
1, by Matteson 1.
1, by Klnneran
sands of rabid fans.
4.
Matteson
Innings pitched, Ayers
Merkle Is the gnat nf goats of l:isc- 6, Keating 4, Mogridge 1, Flnnerun ". ball. As long as the game is played;
ay, as Long as its traditions linger,
lihngo
( lovolaml 8;
his boner of I!I0S nnd his error of:
finished
1.
Chicago
Sepa.
Chicago,
omission in 1H12 will remain, nlonnj
its home season by locing to Cleveland with Iteinie
famous!
Ximinei man's
In a loose gume. Score:
dash for home, as the classics of basc- .
ball ivoryisms.
AH. It. II. I'O. A
Ordinarily Merkle is a good 1'iH-- i
3
2
3
4
.
rf
Bencher,
player, a great first baseman, a hnrd.
3
2
4
hs.
Chapman,
clean hitter. Whether the jinx of
r,
i
l r,
Speaker, cf .
o
o
q; Merkle as a money player w II return
2
r
if
Wood,
(ti this year remains to be si en.
1
0 13
4
Johnson, lb
ol
Merkle's two errors were the most
2
2
4
0
. .
2b
Turner,
The firt.1
d' costly In baseball bistoiv
1
0
0
5
.
.
3b
Evans,
ne ...ams ou, ,
2
0 Kep.
4
O'Noill, 'c
,
.i v,
inu
0
0
0
()' lies
0
Thomas, c. .
o' for the same club. The fust cost e n li
ft
0
0
4
m
Con be, p
1 .""n
0 and every (liant approximate v
0
0
0
0
McQuillan, p
and the club ow ners ihe difference
the winner's and los. r s split.
87 8 11 2" 13 0 between
Totals .
1.. .I.
l.,l.iu,...w. u,ri,.a r in
It is ti n years since Merkle hutted
AB. n. H. PO.
his wav into the hall of fame of
.
Good, cf
0 goat do m.
0
4
Leihold, If
Late in the season of fi 0 s the Cubs
lj
4
.
ss
Weaver,
ft! and tiiants were battling their
way
0
4
flandil, lb
and neck pennant ward. Tw o
neck
0
4
.
.
Collins, rf
The
2j were out in the ninth inning.
4
Mostil, 2 b .
copied
score was tied. MeCoriniek
1
3
.
Plnelli, 3b
ft! third base and Merkle first. Hridwell
0
2
Schalk, f .
ft drove the ball safely into the outfield
1
0
Panforlh, p
Hi and
the crowds surged across the
0
0
Shellenback, p.
field as McCormick crossed the plate.
0
2
:tj
Benz, P
stopped
0 Merkle ran toward second,
2
llevnrmer. 0
and went to t4ie club house. Johnny
shoutS
and
omission
Kvels noticed the
9 27 10
Totals
ed to an outfielder, some say it was
001 300
220
Cleveland
Schultc, some Hofman. to toss him
'
"
Chicago
hits
Two-boif.ood,
Summary:
hit Good. Stolen
"Weaver. Three-bas- e
Sucrifice
BescWr, Chapman.
bHHfB
LEAGUE
Evans, Schalk. Double
to Mostil to (iandil.
plavsWeaver
Bases on balls Off Coumbe 2. off
Shellenback 1. HltH Of f Coumbe 8. off
out
Shellenback 7: off Benz t.. Struck InIN
1.
By Coumbe 2, by Danforth
Mc7,
Coumbe
by
nings pitched By
Benz
Quillan 2, by Shellonhaok 2, hy
5, by Danforth 2.
.

.
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H

14
s

. .

j

1

l

31

.

Smith, x
ConiHtock, p

o
(I

1

4

. .

Hill, p

1

.

p.

Mi'Kechnie,
Schmidt, c

J

,

.

lb..

Moll wit!i,

it

6

a

21)

at Actual Cost,

restaurants es
tablished in England this year by the
j'lirilish food ministry to avert pitbli.
Ihardship and provide food at reason- able, cost, are underselling privately
(operated eatjng houses, and still are
earning big profits. Meals In the res
taurants cost lom than !n the aver
luge American
eating place, despite
Kho fact that Knglund
must import
Imuch of Its food and has undergone
morn
three
years of war.
The kitchens are to prepare food
for householders, and in few instances
lonly are arrangements made for con
suming food on the premises. The restaurant caters only to the latter. A

.
.

government undertakl n.
More lo lie I'.stablilicd.

Furnishing

By

Washington, Sept.
chens and national

t

.

Southworth rf.

11.II

1

Milan,
Schulte, if.
Shanks, 2b

n
n
2

10

If.

Shotten,

1

bench, If
lloone, ss
Carey, cf

sine

Washington.
Foster.
Judge,

0
J

(V

WIR1

II. T'O. A. R.

All.

13
1

LBASeO

Food

1'itl-liar- li.

lino

Hummell, cf
Raker, ah".

0
0

4
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Hardship

'I lie
National
Chicago,
Sep!.
d in Chicago
league season was
today with a vietm-- for the league
champions over I'lltsbui gli. Chicago
n
iff Hill nnd
Won by bunching
Comstork. Score:

P. A. r..

II.

Walter, if

iBY

SLUGGERS AGAIN

HIS ME KEPI

uEAl

King of Baseball Goats in Big Series

1

W YORK T

N

CHICAGO CLOSES

Goat or Star?

L AST GAME FROM

object of the ministry of food is to
of privut::
procure the
which they
hotels and restaurants
would like to have adopt their methods.
Although there has been some
protest of the entry of the government
into private business, it does not appear likely that this will amount to
enough to check the movement. The
other alternative is that the private
the
DOWN IN ENGLAND establishments will have to meet
national restaurant inqnaHty of food
and prices, and in this the food ministry stands reads- to lend them a'.l
the encouragement and give them evRestaurants Established By ery possible assistance. If this results, it probably will be the greatGovernment Avert Public est advantage to be derived from this

HIGH PRICES OF

V

MORNINO

JOURNAL RRICIAL LCAIID WIRRl

WIS.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Clpriano J. Sanchez, of PajarUo. X. M.
Juan A. c.urule, of Armijo, N. M.
Kpiftano (iiirule. of Armt.to, N. M.
f Armt.io, N. M.
Cahriul A, Chavez,
F It A X CISCO DEI .11 ADO,
Register.

'

Sun Francisco, Sept. 1. Forty thouof home-mad- e
sand gallons
sug.ir
beet syrup will be available this fall
to more than 10.000 families In 18
states as the result of the efforts rf
boys' and girls' clubs, assisted by th
federal bureau of plant industry, according to advices received here from
tho department of agriculture.
Cleaners-Hatte- rs
The bureau distributed the seed It
ounce lots and the syrup made from
the beets may be used in many wavs 120 West Gold.
as a sugar substitute in general

DUKE CITY

WILL

USE STATUES
TO MAKE MUNITIONS

RT MORNINO

JOURNAL

trtCIAL LKAttO WIRI1

Amsterdam, Sept. 1. The bronze
statues in Berlin of Frederick I, William 1. and Frederick III are to be
Thrown into the munitions melting
Ipot.

Three hundred statues and memorials in Bavaria. Including fifty in
Munich alone and a score at Leipsic
and Saxony are doomed to the same
fate.

LUMBER

Paints, Oils, Glaus, Malthold Roofing
and Building Paper.
J. C. BALDRIDGE LUMBER
COMPANY

THE WM.
Wholesale

FRESH

and

FARft COMPANY
Retail Dealer
In

AND

SALT

HEATS

Sausage a Specialty
For Cattle and Hoga the Ruling
Market Prices Are Paid

Chinese Coming to America.
Peking, Sept. 1. Five university
and college professors. Including two
women, have been selected by the
ministry of education to study in Am
erica. They expect to sail from
Shanghai soon.

Wallace Hesselden

General Contractor
are in a position to gift
more
We

semi-offici-

The Superior

Lum- -

PHONE

7T

I Hudson for Signs I
il

Wall Paper

Hudson for

;

Picture Frames
Fourth 8k

and

Copper

At.

398.

cimentTp?Lter
Company
Albuquerque Lumber
FIRST STREET
41S KOBTB

,

ber & Mill Co.

Ca-Ra-

LUMBER

j!

value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM In
thla vicinity.
Office With

Spanisli Steamer "link.
Madrd, Sept. 1. A
note Issue dafter meeting of the cabinet today, says that the minister of
foreign affairs informed the cabinet
o fthe sinking of tho Spanish steamer
on August 22 and that he had
asked the Spanish consul at Cardiff
where the surivors were landed, to
telegraph full details of the sinking.
NOTICE;
The City Scavenger company has reorganized and In the future will be
known as the Albuquerque Garbage
company. We are fully equipped to do
all kinds of scavenger work; we pump
out cellars, cesspools and clean vaults.
We hope to continue serving our old
customers, and solicit the patronage
of tho public In general.
Yours for business.
ALBUQUERQUE GARBAGE CO.,
Successors to TUB CITY SCAVENGER CO., J. H. TEAK, Owner. Phone

FhoM 441

Albuquerque Morning Journal,

MRS. HANNA

TO SPEAK
M.
MEETING OF
AT N.
FEDERATION OF CLUBS

FEDERAL TROOPS

McCall
AT GARRISON IN

Patterns

McCall pattern, you can be absolutely certain that
the style will be correct, the lit perfect,
and that it cannot be
properly made .with
less material.
use

a

CE10

for
now
September
on sale

Drees

TO MORNING

SPEEO

Phone 283.

313-31-

5

West Central.

ACTIVITIES

Forest Fire's Origin Traced By

Rawhide and Burned Saddle Band
RV MORNINU

JOURNAL SeCCIftl

search of all trails leading into the
country where the fire started. ar!
convinced themselves that no other
persons except those of the Doe pary
and the fire fighters hud gone into

I tASSD WIRS

Francisco, Sept. 1. A charred
section of rawhide saddle hand, the
left by the peculiar hobImprint
nails of two pairs of hoots, the footprints and a. few hairs of three ridim;
or (jack animals were the scraps ot
circumstantial evidence used by
1'nited States forestry service wartle
squad" this slimmer to force the confession of a woman to starting a fire
In a northern California national forest.
The straightforward report on the
Just made
Investigation,
by C. I',
lirereton, special fire inspector, hm
nil the elements of the most popular
detective stories.
Painstaking scrutiny of the scene of the fire, deductive
reasoning; and finally the persistent
application of mild pressure lead to a
successful clearing up of the case.
The fire was reported early in the
afternoon of July 29. last.
It was
brought under control after 200 acres
of brush and grazing land had been
burned and District Itanuer J. M.
Hughes started an investigation.
P. C Bauer and W.
II. Foster,
guards, found a bee. tree that ha)
been cut down and later they found
n camp. Hero they discovered a dry
stick which apparently had led the
blaze like a fuse from the, camp fire
to the nearby brush. Partly burned
middle blankets, to which ihe hair ot
animals still clung, and
the pack
clasps, such as are used on sheepskin
coats affected by some of the mountaineers, were left by the fire.
or sadA length of rawhide luttgo
dle band, burned and curled up so that
it was useless, was also found,
"This piece of latigo," said Ranger
Hughes' report, "had been cut of"
with two strokes of a very shari
knifo and thrown on the grounl
near the camp. It was carefully taken up with sticks and so preserved ai
to be available for finger printing,
"The officers then began a search
for tracks and other evidence and
determined that the party had three
animals one gray, one sorrel or bay
horse and one mule. They took accurate measurements of these tracks
with a pocket rule. Tracks of two
persons, hobnailed in a peculiar manner, were also discovered. One set of
tracks was that of a large man and
the other of a small man or someone
tracks
wearing boys' shoes. These
were trailed to the home. A man
who may bo called John Doe and who
was described In the report as 'residing on some wildcat mining claims.'
"When the 'arson squad' officers
nsked Doe if he had camped at the
scene of the fire, he strenuously denied it," Brereton reported. "He admitted thut the tracks were made by
himself and his stepdaughter, but asserted ho had gone to the locality t)
cut down a bee tree. and. having accomplished this, had returned home
the same day. He also admitted, according to Brereton's report, his animals had made other tracks found,
but said he had taken no pack and
that the mule had followed his horse
Following Doe's emphatic, denii!
the forestry officers made anothei
San

How She
Cured Her Husband

J

"For five years my hast and suffered
witnhisstomacn. Tne medicine ne took
only gave relief for a while, nothing
cured, writes
Baker of Not
Sarah
.,
Airs

I
,

?Tv

H

1.11,
ir.
merchant

bought

some of Chamber

last fall and also received BOine free trial
samples of Chamber
Iain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets He
gave ns some of them
and I wanted mj husband to try them. He
said it would do no
good. His stomach
had been troubling
him worse than ever.
At last on Friday 1
told him if he would
not take those tablets
I was going to send foi
a doctor, and he said
he would take them. By Monday he wat
luce anotner mtn.
he blues were gone,
no more trouWe with his stomach, ant.
the best part it that the trouble has not

fire swept districts.
When Inspector Brereton and witnesses again accosted Doe at his cabin, August 2, the prospector maintained his denial. His
who was present, became so agitated
during the interview that she was
hardly able to sign an affidavit supporting Doe's story, Prereton said
The rest of his report is summarized
as follows:
Doe produced his pack saddle a,
the request of the officers and it wn
found that the end of the lutigo had
been cut off with two strokes of a
sharp knife, the remainder corresponding with the piece found at the
camp. Doe then accused the officers
of "sneaking down and cutting the
latigo just so as to get him Into trouble." Checking up on the partly burned saddle blankets, the officers found
he had none except a pair which appeared never to have been used,
broke
Finally the
down completely and going to Brereton and Doe, declared she had set the
fire herseir in an attempt to burn a
rattlesnake out from under a log. This
was not believed by the officers, who
held to the contention that the forest
fire was started from a camp firf
However, her
through carelessness.
affidavit was taken and August 15,
she appeared before Justice of the
guilty to having
peace and pleaded
built a fire on a national forest and
having allowed it to escape from control. She was fined $50, the sentence
being suspended for six months dur-- I
ing good behavior,
The forestry officers were satisfied
With the outcome of the case, believ- ing that the example of the tenacity
of the service in running down
campers would be a wholesomo
example. The report commended t hi
superior intelligence of the woman In
seeing that tne case against ner w.,s
completed, and asking a light
In default of which, it was
stated, she and Doe would have heer,
prosecuted vigorously. It pointed out
that Doe, having started with a denial of guilt, lacked the adroitness
It even when confronted with
a full case and the possible penalties
of perjury.
j

s

sen-tenc- e,

RINGUNG URGES
'
USE OF ELEPHANTS
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Pittsburgh, Sept.

1.

John Rtngling,

circus owner, has determined to propose to the allied governments that
African elephanta bo tamed and used
in the reconstruction of France after
the war.
Because gun ancl shell fire at the

fronts are slaughtering mules and
horses by the tens of thousands, Mr.
Klngling and Kdmond Laplea, of the
I'nlversity of Louvain, Belgium, met
In conference here the other day and
discussed plans for using the hereto-

fore African elephant in reconstruction work In Europe.
The men agreed that the loss of
horses and mules could not be replaced for many years, and, since African elephants may lie found in vast
numbers, and he tamed easily, both
felt positively that the allies would as
sist in the shipment of the big beasts.
"One elephant will 'do the work of
twenty-si- x
horses," said Mr. Laplea,
who has charge of the Belgian gov
In the Congo. "Eubusiness
ernment's
rope must be reconstructed and there
will be no horses. We are using the
African elephant In carrying timber
from the forest, in plowing and in all
kinds of farm work. He carries and
lifts beams and girders for the con
struction of buildings."
To Preserve Poultry.
London. Sept. 1. Fifty thousand
tons of cereals have heen set aside by
the British food ministry "for the
preservation of the best breeds of Eng
lish poultry." The selection of the
fowls to he thus favored Is to be made
by local committees formed In varl
ous localities by poultry keepers.

1

--

Father-Command-

war-ches-

26.-60-
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Blythe, Calif , Sept. 1. With the
opening of the season this month a
large number of girls from various
California cltieg will leave stores and
factories to' come here to pick cotton,
Judging from the number of applications already received by the growers
of this district.
Because of the desire of the Fills
e
to. do this work,
calls for
men will not seriously affect the local labor market, It is believed, as
many of the feminine workers will

Xo Hope for Jeanctte.
Helena, Mont., Sept- 1. Miss Jean-ett- e
Rankin, the only woman In congress, was 2.540 votes behind Dr. O
M. Lanstrom of Helena today in her
race for the United Statesenatorsbl,
with less than 200 precincts unreported in Tuesday's primary. The
missing precincts were said to hold
little hope for her.

war-tim-

McKlnlfjr AsHPsHment In.
Start for Grant County.
Santa Fe, Sept. 1. McKinlev Is the
Santa Fe, Sept. 1. The state cornineteenth county to send in Its assess
poration commission leaves on Wed- bring with them their mothers ni ment roll, the total assessment being
nesday for Grant county to hold a other elderly relatives and even' ll.elr
as against,' 10.398,6 S
and at the younger sisters and brothers.
. ,t
hearing at
last year.
i '
Mine on complaints about
returned." I cannot praise Chamber Eight-Fiv- e
aia'sTablefaitoihihGr.''
the telephone service. Join um Two-B- ir
Journal Want Ads bring results.
lum ctoas club.
.

$11,3.-10.02-

1

l.illiffl

BANKRUPTCY 0 F

JOURNAL1

-- Mrs. John
Unites, .Texas, Aug.
llanna of Dallas has accepied an invitation to address the Si;ite Federation
SINALOA
of Women's Clubs of New Mexico at
Raton, N. M., on iictobn- 15- Mrs.
Hanna will speak mi The Blue Triangle." the official badge of war
workers of the Young Women's Chris
of
the
110 Mexicans tian Association.
Eighty
Mrs. Hanna is a member of Ihe war
Mutiny ancl Rob and Slay; work
council of the association, the
Plans to Capture Train body which conducts its war work.
She has Just returned from a visit to
Frustrated by the Crew,
general headquarters at New York,
and from a visit to mam of the places
where the' association is maintaining
.V HOHNIfIC JOURNAL S'SCIAL
WIRS,
social am! bousing facilrecreational,
Xogales, Ariz.. Sept. 1.
ities for women in industries replacof the repor, of the revolt of the
ing men called to the colors.
rederai garrison in Culiacan, Sina-- i
"Perhaps the best Known work of
loa, was received here today. The! the association is the Hostess House,"
news was brought to the border by said Mrs. Hanna. 'and the people of
an American mining man. Eighty of New Mexico, many having relatives or
friends who are or have been from
ihe 110 soldiers of the Culiacan gar- time to time in Camp Cody, know what
rison participated In the revolt. There the Hostess House is. ve regard work
Is a conflict as to the date of the ocdone in France for American : ru
currence, the American stating it hap- French women, in both munitions facpened last Sunday, and other reports tories ad hospitals, as worthy of c
stating the time as Tuesday.
ns the belter known phayes
According to the mining man, the of ottr work."
Hotel Holes was the first place looted
and $2,000 was taken from the safe,
Including $2Sfl belonging to the AmerKEYNOTE
ican. Fro inthe hotel, the mutineers
went to the telegraph office, killed the
manager and took the money from
the office safe. The sure of John
Schwab, a Swiss, was next looted after
IN
which the Southern Pacific railroad
station was visited and robbed. Seeing the mutiivrrs coming, the engineer and fireman of the northbound
AT
CODY
passenger train pulled out of the station and made their escape with the
train. The mutineers had planned to
capture the train and go north in the
hope of having other garrisons join General John A, Johnston Imthem. When this plan failed, they
left for the hills and it was later represses Subordinates and
ported that fifty of them had deserta
revolt.
of
the
Men
the gared
With Fact That Time
Only
part
risons were Ywpii Indians. One reMeans
is
to
effect
the
Winning War,
port reaching N'ogales
that Governor Iturbide was forced to
flee from Culiacan, but hail returned.
MORMN? JOURNAL ReiciAL LtAStO WIR1
Yaqnl Revolt in Sonoru.
The
Camp Cody, N. M., Sept.
Additional details of the Yafpii revolt at Ortiz and Torres. Honors, were lesson of speed the lesson that is bereceived here today. Wives and child- ing impressed upon recruits In the
ren of" the revolting Yauuis are being army's cantonments is stressed in a
held as hostages at Torres. An effort series of epigrams originated by Genof the federals to use two small can- eral John A. Johnston, commander of
non on the Indians during the fighting the thirty-fourt- h
division at Camp
Monday failed, as the cannon would Cody.
not discharge.
Two of the general's
Reports of a revolt of Yaquis at La tpigrams Impress the need for quick
Colorado, south of Hermosillo, Ronora, fetlon. And that is the only subject
were received here today.
treated In the epigrams that received
At his private car headquarters in that much attention. Here are some
GovN'ogales, Sonora, today. Military
of the general's pithy sayings:
ernor Calles said he had received no
In everything we do time counts.
reinformation about the Culiacan
Ho in control of your
disoutside
of
his
volt, that city being
self.
had
new
trict. He said that nothing
Never case to exercise every obser-'an- t
developed on the Yaqui revolt. He
faculty.
reached
a
also stated that
report had
There must be a purpose behind
him that Julian Medina, one of the
we do.
reb-eleaders with Juan O. Cabral, had everything
Everything should be done In the
died in the AJos mountains.
minimum
Never forget that loyalty to du y
STATE HIGHWAY IN
is loyalty to country.
$t is sometimes betters to he n game
CARSLBAD VICINITY
loser than an
winner.
No alibi should ever be accepted
IS NEARLY FINISHED
whenever there Is a duty to bo performed.
SC,AL CORRSSROMeSNCB T NSNNINS lOUNMALl
state
It is a good thing to be told of duty
Carlsbad, X. M.. Sept.
e
highway from Carlsbad to Ijikewood well preformed. A little
is nearly done.
District Engineerin r doesn't hurt.
Davidson will shortly take his mei
The manner In which a soldier
from this fine piece of road making,
his thousand and one duties l
and set them at work on the roa
the outward and visible indication of
the
down through
government pro- his Inward state of mind.
!
The link nlready finished
ject.
connects
one that
the southern part ARIZONA HOTELS AND
of Eddy county with the open smootr
RESTAURANTS
country that stretches from iJike-wooSAVING
north and above Hoswell. There
MUCH
SUGAR, FLOUR
is a break in the topography between
Carlsbad and Lakewood, and the road
which follows the west side of the Isricial niminNUNci re moaSin jouhnali
Flagstaff. Sept, 1. One fcf the most
river, successfully bridges this. There
is a road straight down the railrord Important factors In the tremendo'w
track between the two towns, but U savings whh'h have heen effected in
passes through gyp hills north of the Arizona in flour, sugar and other
Globe Plaster plant, and the road foods has been the thorough
running several miles to the west of federalof the restaurant division of the.
food administration for Ariit Is the best one for travellers. It Is
intended to make this a link between zona working tinder the direction of
M. T. Orier, state
Texas and Colorado.
chairman, with
headquarters at I'hoenix.
This Is revealed In a report sent
BOLSHEVIK LEADER
Orier to the chief of the hotel diBUYS COAT FOR WIFE vision at Washington, showing that
for ten months ending August 31, the
public eating places of Urlzona save!
( Aaanclntrd PreRa rorreRnondene,.)
Petrograd, July 19. The Mlnskoye no less than 7 0.4KG hunds of flour
Slovo publishes the following letter al and 292,201 pounds of sugar.
During the last four months the
leged to have heen written by a "squad
companion" elected by his fellows, savings on flour. 'due to the rationing
commander of a
regiment, of two ounces of bread to each service averaged
to his wife i na Russian village:
115,000 pounds
per'
"My greatly respected wife Agrlpina month, as compared to 81,615 which
of
was
lines
let
the
In
first
the
my
Ivanovna.
greatest monthly saving preter I inform you that by the grace of vious to May 1.
The report shows that there has
God and the will of m ysoldier comrades the blood of the nobility is now been a steady decrease in the conflowing In my veins, because I am now sumption of sugar. This was climax
of the whole regi- ed in July, when with the removal
t.
I enclose of sugar bowls from the tables and
ment and of Its
Rs. 100, with which you must buy the inauguration of the sugar certif-cat- e
yourself an astrachan coat and a
plan the savings totaled 51,000
feather which is worn on the head.
pounds.
to
not
with
are
"You
For the five months ending Apr:l
keep company
the women of the village, but you 1 the saving in meat by the restaumust call on the officers' wives. Do rants amounted to 150,267 pounds.
not rush into their houses like a swine At that time the restrictions on meat
but let yourself be announced to let were removed.
,
them know who you are. Your hus
For the five months ending May 1.
of
at
band and,
present, commander
the savings of butter amounted to
0
a regiment,
pounds and that of lard, 65,3611
'
TERENTEVICH
"THOMA
pounds. The restrictions on both
these commodities have since been
'
removed.
CALIFORNIA GIRLS
The above figures were compiled
from monthly reports which
every
GO TO COTTON FIELD establishment
is required to furnish.

L.,I

McCall Patterns
489 Drees

SPCClAL CORRRSRONOSNCf

U. S. CAN CAUSE

REVOLT

can be pa-- s
in the use
of material and still
dress in perfect taste
and best of style. If,
when you make a
new garment, you

YOU

FIVE

Monday, September 2, 1918.

ALLIED NATIONS
(liy Milton Itriiiincr. N I".. . stuf f
Correspondent.)
Washington, Sept. 1. If I'ncle Sam
were so minded, he could throw nil
the allb.nl world into bankruptcy. The
reason is not thut he has loaned them
sums of money approximating in their
staggering total what Oreat Britain
loaned the allies befi.re we got into
the game, but the form which the obligations take.
It is generally supposed that when
extends financial
this government
credits to our allies, some paper is
given which contains not only a definite promise to pay, but also names
si specific
distant date upon which
payment will be made. This is untrue.
Kach of the allies promises to pay
I'ncle Sam upon demnnd. Never before In the history of the world was
such a stupendous sum promised back
to the lender upon demand. Tne sum
is now
divided as fol345, 000, 00(1;
lows' Great Britain
France, 2. 065,000.000; Italy,

Think What

irf&W&k

ma

DP
P

The Varnish!

Ruin it you think. No! for the floors have been covered
with Cosmolac - the toughest, most enduring varnish for
the purpose. Even with the dancing, Cosmolac will not
scratch white nor bruise.

is the new

super-varnis-

Cosmolac can be washed with hot,
soapy water or any washing compound. It successfully resists the
effects of rain, snow, sunshine and
frost, and is so elastic it will not
crack with the swelling or shrinking of the wood.
Keep a can in your home at all

a clear,

h

transparent covering that preserves
and beautifies any surface requiring varnish. It resists Ihe rough
usage indoors
and exposure
to all weather

HO.

m
H'ltft

the

on

fAe

conditions

times.

outdoors.

,T.

For Stile by
I.P.R. CO.
IVM.imilM.K
Albuquerque, X. M.

C.

t Wa"

"SAVE

FOCI RESERVES

JRH

SPOONFUL"

A

SLOGAN

NEW J3UGAR

0;

Kussda, $32.",, 00(1, 000; Uel-gi'i$154. 250. 000; Greece. $t 5.700.-00'

Cuba.

$15,000,000

and

lev
KL

Serbia.

HUGE GLACIER
IN NORTHWEST

MELTS RAPIDLY

1.

Italnter National Park, Wash.. Sept.
Sjnee 1S57 the great mass if Ice

composing the NisMually glacier, which
Jorms the Nisnually river, has retreated up its rock hewn canyon some 3,200
feet, according to Investigations concluded by Professor J. H. Flett and
Park .Supervisor 1. I.. Heaburn
glacier Is melting away fastest
of all the big glacial chain within the
great park.
The idstanrc which Nisually glacier
has moved in this period of years
from 1S57 was determined by first
locating the camp site of Lieut. A. V.
Kautz, V. S. A., who In 1S57 made the
first attempt to scale Mount liainer
and camped at the snout of the glacier Within tho memory of one living
family, the Longmires, after whom
the famous Longmire Springs are
named In the park, the snout of the
glacier extended 1,400 feet further
down the river valley than It is today,
or retreated that much In thirty years.
From a photograph taken twenty-siyears ago by two Tacomans, the park
Investigators were enabled to locate
two boulders, from which they measured the distance which the glacier
has receedd since then, and found
that it was 1,300 feet. But a comparison of figures disclose that the present rate of the glacier's melting la
approximately 100 feet u year, nearly
three times the rate of melting 'in
x

1S57.

The huge glacier during the period
from 1857, has also lost in volume
of ice, for at the earliest date of which
there
sany record the' glacier was
some 200 feet greater In, depth.
1

GOVERNOR
AFTER
taPtCIAL

BACK ON JOB

FIVE.DAY TOUR
TO

MOftNIN

JOURNAL!

Santa Fe, Sept. 1
After visits to
Taos, Tlerra Amarilla. Aztec and
Farmlngton, Governor W. K. Llndsey
was at his desk again yesterday having been absent five days. With him
returned Adjutant General James
Ha.-a- .
At Taos a company of home
guards was organized with Wiljlam II.
Ratesa as captain. E. E. Parker as
first lieutenant and Demosthenes Parker as second lieutenant. Here the
governor also addressed a contingent
n
of
drafted men about to
leave for camp.
At Tlerra Amarilla preliminary steps
were taken to organize a home
guard
company and the governor addressed
sixty-tw- o
drafted men at Chama. At
Aztec steps were also taken to organize the home guard.

tFfCIAL LIAtlO Wlftffl

f)l

SI 2.000,00.

Pefore we got into the war, when
the allies borrowed from American
banking firms, they had to put up
American stocks anil boiHls as security
1".
Hut I'ncle Sam accepts i.n 1.
.
from litem, and charges then, n rate
of interest only slightly higher thar
the one he pays on. Utterly loan
tionds yield the money.
recently held in my hand a sheet
of typewritten pnpei letter sl.e
which represented the obligation of
John Hull to I'ncle Sum f r ten million dollars. It acknowledged receipt
of the money nnd obligated his majesty's government to repay to us upon
t'emand the sum of ten million In
gold. The whole transaction did not
lontain to exceed 300 words.
The matter of final settlement, of
final payment day has been left to
adjustment nftyr the war. And many
think I'ncle Sain will never "present a
hill to liclgium, France and Serbia-

JOURNAL

WOHNINA

Paso, Tex., Sept. 1. "Save a
spoonful of sugar'' is the new
conservation slogan The local fur) 1

EXHAUSTED, FOE

0

Ilassctt. linn
administrator,
a local campaign to have h , wives save a spoon of sugar every time
C. N.

CHIEFTAINS TOLD

s.ait-e-

d

they have an opportunity.
line of his plans Is to have earh
housewife appointed food administrator for that home and have her issue
the sugar to her family as the restau-run- t
and stores do to their customers,
this has resulted In a large saving
j
sugar.

Article in Berlin Tageblatt
Pointed Out That Crown
Prince's Victory Had Undone Allied Hopes,

;

SOLDIERS'

IS EL PASO BOAST

rav nornino

journal spicial tiAaao wmi
York, Sept. 1. Long before
Marshal Koch began his brilliant
s
on tho Mai ne, the
had been told that his reserves
This is shown
had been exhausted.
by a Wolff bureau dispatch published
In the Fterlln Tageblatt which described tho fighting nlMiut Chateau
Thierry.
"Tho hope of the entente regarding
a decisive intervention of the great
army of maneuver has been definitely
shattered. The proud army of reserve which the war council of Versailles played out ns its trump card
exists as such no longer," rend the dispatch.
"The great victory of tho crown
prince has shattered a considerable
part of the enemies' fighting force and
has resulted in the dissolution and
complete dispersal of the French army
of maeneuver. Tho tremendous losses
suffered by the entente on the extensive fronts between Ypres nnd Ithelhis
will be difficult to replace."
in Oermany
This was published
about a month before Murshal Fo)h
struck the (lermans on the Marne salient and drove them hack to the Ves-lIt probably shows why the
public was so greatly surprised
by Marshal Forh's brilliant stroke.

LIBRARY

New

counter-off-

ensive

Oier-man-

e.

ficr-ma-

PLAN EMPLOYMENT
FOR WOUNDED

(RV

HORNINO JOURNAL RPICIAL

LKARRO

WIRI)

Paso, Tex., Sept. 1. 101 Paso Is
one of the few cities In the United
States have n war librhrinn In tho
field assisting soldiers to get the kin I
of reading they like. The traveling
librarian is MisH Ethel F. McCullough
and her salary is paid by the city although she sappolnted by (he librarian of congress.
F.I

1

Cultivate Silkworms.
Washington,
Aug. 31. The most
plete collection of silkworm eggs ever
made 170 varieties from all
districts of China has been
gathered by the University of Nanking, which has organized a short-tercourse in silkworm culture. More
than half of tho seventy-tw- o
students
taking the course are government of-ficials and school teachers.
m

3

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing sod
germicidal of til antiseptics
1

n

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water aa needed.
MEN
a

As medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh, Inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
feminine Ills It has no equal.
cripples in preference to anyone else, paused by
wherever possible after the war, wifl For ten years the Lydli E. plnkham
ho one of tho plans discussed at the Medicine Co. has recommond.l Paxtlna
war work meeting of the American In- Is their private correspondence with
stitute of Mining Knglneers, which women, which proves Its superiority.
opens in Colorado on September 1 and Women who have been cured say
continues for six days. The convention It Is "worth Its weight In gold." At
will he attended by several hundred druggists. SOc. large box, or by mall.
prominent mining companies of the The Faxton Tcilet Co. Boston. Mass.
country.
Mining engineers are taking a spe-ciNOTICE.
Interest in the problem of the
of tho Interior. United
employment of cripples after tho war, Department
States
Land
Office, Santa Fe, New
and each of the fifteen sections of the
Mexico, August 12. 1918.
national Institution Is undertaking InNotice Is hereby given that the
dividual work tending to prevent the State of .New Mexico under the proa
from
chargp
being
soldier
visions of the Acts of Congress ot
cripplod
on the public at least so far as the June 21. 1898, and June 20. 1910, and
The Acts supplementary thereto has made
mining industry Is concerned.
dework Is being done In direct
application for the following
with tho government through scribed unappropriated public lunds,
lands.
school
some of the hundreds of American in- as indemnity 8341
Serial 036305.
List No.
stitute members connected with war
SWW Sec. 22, T. 7N.. R. 4W.. N.
at
Washington.
work departments
M. P. M.
The purpose of this notice is to allow alt persons claiming the land adU, S, SOLDIERS
versely, or desiring to show It to be
BECOME CITIZENS mineral In character, an opportunity
to file objections to such location Or
selection with the Register and ReMOANINO
JOUSNAL nCIAV vlAVtO WIRB1
ceiver of the United States Land OfMarfa, Tex., Sept. 1. 'Three hun- fice at Santa
Fe, N. M., and to estabAmersoldiers
became
dred American
or the
lish their Interest therein,
Uniwhen
ican citizens hero recently
mineral character thereof.
of
.
Sam
Kelly,
ted States Commissioner
FRANCISCO DBLGADO,
the western district of Texas, held
Register U. S. Land Office.
federal court here for two days to
naturalize all of the soldiers In the
OP SI' IT.
ere In the DistrictNOTICE
Cnurt uf tlm County of BernBig Pend military district who
Mexico.
alillo. .State of
not citizens.
(Aiwnrlnled Prena fnrrennniictMire.)
New York, Aug. 31. To use soldier

300
V

.v

No. lir,62.

NORTHWEST YOUTHS
EAGER FOR SEA DUTY
'V MORNING

IOiffAL

RCIAL LIARCO WIRRI

., Dora DilEdward C. I.lppltt. plaintiff,
lon l.lppltt.
Defendant
th
To Dora Dillon I.lppltt
A hove Named:
You will take notice that an aetlon liaa
been filed asulnut you In the above named
court by Rdwnrd C. Uppltt. the plaintiff
above named, the general objecta uC which
action are
y The
plaintiff pniye for an abRolute
from you upon the around of your
abandonment of the plaintiff and upon the
further irround of princtpai cauve alleged In
the complaint, and filed herein .n the 24th
day of Atisuat, 1914, and the plaintiff fur-tht- -r
praya that It be adjudsed that he hat
the sole Interest In lota numbered Ktever.
(ID and Twelve (12) In Block numbered
Hlx (6) of the Ferea Addition to the City of
Albucjucniue. New Mexico and in lot numbered Two (J) In Block lettered It of the
Highland Addition Houth to tne lily cf
Albuquerque and of all other property and,
effecta In hie own name and that y it have
ni Interest or claim whatever
any of
the property of the plaintiff, un 1 y-- are
further notified that unleae you entr yuur
appearance In Raid cauae on or before the
th day ot October, litis, plalntL'f will apply for Judgment aalnt you In aald cau.
by default for the relief demanded In the
complaint.
That the name of the plaintiff's attorney
la Ueorge 8, Kloctc, whose office aiidrtsa la
rooms K
Stern I) lock, Albuquerque, Nw

Seattle, Wash., Sept. 1, Applications are coming in from all parts of
the northwest from young men desircourse
ing to attend the new four-yea- r
In naval science to open at the University of Washington Sept. 27.
For oe month nfter opening of the
course, students enlisted in the naval
reserves, will be put on active service
at regular pay. After this period the
'
"NO DUES, NO DON'TS,"
students will be placed on Inactive
and begin their course- Each
WINS CLUB PATRONS service
summer the students will be put on
pay and practice cruises. At the end
1ST MOKNINO
JOURNAL PICIAL LIAAIO WIA
will be
of the course commissions
Seaside, Ore., Sept. 1. "Welcome. awarded all
graduates, will make them
No dues. No Don'ts" Is the
sign paintto call for active naval duty
ed on the outside of the front door to subject time. '
at
any
the Soldiers and Sailors club here. The
club Is patronized heavily by men
Pullman Files Itcport.
from the nearby spruce camps
Santa Fe, Sept. 1. The Pullman
company filed its annual report with Mexico.
Held to ftrniul Jury.
the state corporation commission yes.
Witness my hand and the seal of tha
1. Sims. B.
Santa Fe, Sept.
entitled court this 24th day of Augshowing dividends of $16,327.-80- 8 above181!.
L. Hawk and N. George Taylor have tenlay
ust.
32 paid In 1917 on capitalization
NESTOIs MONTOVA,
been held to the federal grand Jury of
$120,000,000.
Clerk.
(8A!.
at Santa Fe on the charge of violating
By THOs. K. D. MADDIHOM.
the Itquor
at Tucumcarl,
Ifeyuty Clsr.
Journal Want A.as bring results.
j
fifty-seve-
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JlN INDEPENDENT

Wit

NEWiPAPEB
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morning Journal
Published

JOURNAL

kjr th

PUBLISHING CO.

Western Representative
C. J. ANDERSON,
Vtrquette Bldg., Chicago, m.

1

Eastern Representative!
RALPH R. MULLIGAN,
80 East 42nd Street, New York.
Entered as second-claa- a
matter at th
postofflce of Albuquerque, N. M under Act
of Congress of March 1, 1879.
Larger circulation than any other paper
The only paper In New
In New Mexico.
Mexico Issued every day in the year.
"
T E RM a" OF 8U 5sCR IP T iOS:
Dally, by carrier or by mall, one month.. 70c
17.60
Yearly, in advance
NOTICE TO fcSUBSCRHIKKS.
Bubscrlbert to the Journal when WTltlnr
to have their paper changed to a new
muat be sure to give the old address.
"The Morning Journal has a higher circulation rating than Is accorded to any other
paper In New Mexico." The American
Newspaper Directory.
o
oMEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED
PRESS.
The Associated Presa la exclusively
entitled to the use tor republication
of all news credited to It or not
wise credited in this paper and alao
the local news published herein.
rrtim TATTRKAT. tnkes and rjrlnte
exeixty hours and thirty minutes of
Associated Press leased wire
clusively
....... I..,, a.h week
No Other HCWI- paper published in New Mexico takei
nours oi
more than twenty-rou- r
Ki.rvirft durina a week.

MONDAY
Till--

:

SEPTEMBER

o

2, 1918

THIRTEEN MILLION.

1

-

cr

AM) THE PACKERS.

rnriueslionably there is some jus
tice in the attack by Senator Sherman
.f tninnls on the condition that per
30
mits Henry Ford to realize nearly
per Cent profits without being lnves
liitoiV bv the fedaral trade com
mission when the same body is un
reserved in Its condemnation of tne
9 per cent
packers, who are allowed
In their business.
TCnt that a number of practices of
the packers should bo condoned, but
neither should the exceptional returns
of Mr. Ford's automobile and auxiliary
industries bo allowed to go unscathed.
It 'may be contended that meat Is a
r.nr.PKsitu' and tin Elizas are not, and
to
that, therefore, people do not have v
contribute to Mr. Ford s proms
want to. while they ore com
enrich the packers if they
to
pelled
r.
to Veen body and soul togetner.
It may also be contended that a number of families have cut their meat
ration In order to ride in Ford automobiles. Furthermore, the supreme
court of the state of Washington has
held that automobiles are not luxuries
but necessities.
Mr. Ford has a knack of "getting in
wrong." He made himself the laughtook the
ing stock ot Europe when he
his
on
Sweden
to
Oscar II
- by
Christmas expedition.
son has been kept
That his
while perhaps
service,
from military
is of
justifiable on the ground that he a dimore service to his country in
has
recting capacfly In the Ford plant, for
an
opportunity
given
nevertheless,
President Wilson's intercensure.
ference In the candidacy of Mr. Ford
for the senate likewise has left open
a loophole for criticism.
Mr. Ford's readiness to "return"
the
$30,000,000 of war profits to
commendable
a
while
very
treasury
un-the-

net is poor business practice.

PON T Hi: HOODWINKED.

Germans are past masters in the art of
disseminating propaganda. We also
know much of their propaganda is
pure fiction, gotten up by the military
leaders to mislead not only the people
composing the central powers but
residents of America and the allied
countries as well. It Is, therefore,
quite safe to say that these reports of
Germany weakening should be taken
with a grain of salt.
No doubt some of the reports are
true. But to what extent this applies
Is not known outside of Germany.
It
is unwiso, therefore, to cling to the
belief that the Teuton soldiers soon
will lay down their arms in a body and
quit, or that any other calamity will
befall the kaiser's armies.
Germany has staked all on the out
come of this war, ami, fighting desperately as she is, her men being slow
ly but surely pressed back toward the
Ithine, she will resort to every imaginable means, be it fair or foul, to save
herself from defeat. If she thinks any
good can be accomplished by spreading untruthful propaganda she will
not hesitate to do so.
Americans must not place too much
belief in reports of German weak
ness. They must go ahead just as
though there was a long war before
them.
They must economize, save,
buy Thrift Stamps and Liberty Bonds
and In all other ways back up the
nation in its war on autocracy. The
Germans are not licked yet, neither
are, their armies on the verge of a
complete collapse.

rarr

Estimates as to the nmnlier of nion
who will be placed in class one ot the
draft registration September 12, may
not bo safely made on a comparison
with the last selective service law.
The nresent draft will include men
no to 4 a greater proportion of
whom Ihan ill the draft of June, 191
able to claim exemption on the
will
a
ground of having dependents. Also
Hinaller proportion of men between SI
and 4T. will lie found physically fit.
Provost Marshal General Urowder
Y,n
announced that lie hopes for be
tween three and half millions and
four millions men as a new increment
for the enlarged military program
which has ns its goal eighty new di
visions in France by next June.
A large number of these men al
ready are in training in the canton
ments in this country, probably more
n. million
and a half, and are
iv,!,
therefore included in the estimates of
the chief of staff. This would leave
two million men to come from among
the registrants of September
These ore men who will actually go
tn irmnfn and fight, but others will
be gradually drawn. Although Cen
tral March has" declared he expected
lnt-tto sec the end of the war by the
war
the
departnext
of
year,
part
and
ment, will not cease its calling
armtraining of men, even after an
istice has been declared.
It is not unlikely that at. least
of those who register a week
from next Thursday will wear khaki
before the end of next year.

1HI

AlHuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, SeptemKer 2, 1918.

TO COMF.?

In the southern Pacific railroad
shops ,at Sacramento, Calif., plans are
making for the permanent retention
of hundreds of women machinists and
Superintendent AVilliams
helpers.
says;
"Many of the women have proven
themselves peculiarly qualified for the
They make
finer type of mechanics.
brass finishers
excellent,
and machinists."
If women remain permanently In
railroad shops why nto in all shops
railroad shops why not in all shops
tories, ordinarily, there are thousands
of jobs that women are physically and
mentally able to fill, permanently.
Grant that woman has tho ability and
will to do a thing, and all else de
pends upon the demand for her per
formance. War is taking the fittest ot
our men. How many of them are go
ing to return and seek the "permanent" Jobs held by women?
Great
n reversion?
to iiuho , l
scholars asBure us that there was a
long period in human history when
the female of the species did the hard
he male hunted and
work, while
fished.
Mother In overalls; father with rod
and gun? We may yet thank heaven
for that adamantine trait in woman
that sets her against doing things she
a
doesn't want to do.
core-maker- s,

BUSINESS AMI WAIt,
A number of people who, while they
may not be exactly defined as pessimists, are inclined to accept as an
axiom that everything is usually worse
than it actually Is. They have been
prone to use the war as an explanation of what they term "business depression."
"Business interests are going to pot
on account of the war," they comThe impression has become
plain.
more or less widespread In several sections of the country that the war really is working a hardship on commercial and Industrial enterprises.
As a matter of truth the healthy
condition of business is emphasised
casby the small number of business
ualties reported in Bradstrcet's for
May. The number of failures was
the smallest for any month In nearly
eleven years, going back to September, 1907, when panic influences pre
vailed. Liabilities also were at a low
ebb, smaller totals having been reported only twice since the summer
of 1909.
This certainly does not look as If
business was in a bad way.

Many reports, apparently authentic,
received from the war zone from time
to time indicate that the morale of the
German armies is at a low ebb. Even
documents taken from enemy prisoners tell of mutinies, that the Boldlers
arc tired of war, that some of them
ore shot by their commanders to force
survivors into battle, that the men
In the ranks would welcome peace and
a lot more propaganda along the
Bume line.
We hope all these reports are true.
It would he no wonder If the Germans, after four years of war, were
becoming weary and were willing to
Inv down their arms, return to their
"Turks treat U. 8. prisoners well,''
Iiomes and lako up peaceful pursuits for which the sultan is sure to get
nce more. Hut we know that tne "bawled out" by Wilhelm,

te

NOTICE!
In the future the following banks will
close at 3 p. m. on pay days. Will not
remain open until 8 p. m. as formerly.
American Trust & Savings Bank
Citizens Bank
First Savings Bank & Trust Co.

4
c

the air.

Prnner ventilating of a workroom
or an office means drawing out the
but stale, second-han- d
air and repute
lug it with fresh cool air from out of
doors.
When the room to be ventilated is
small and used only by a few people
this can bo done easily enough by
opening a window at top and bottom.
This permits the hot air that rises to
go out at the top and then, of course,
cool iar from outside rushes in to take
its place.
When the room Is large and used by
many people, however, it is impossible
to get in eonugh fresh air in this manner without creating drafts that mayc
it very uncomfortable for those obliged
to worknear the windows.
In such cases it becomes necessary
to resort to artificial means of forcing
out, the stale air and drawing in the
fresh. This is best accomplished by
means of fans and duels.
Even this, however, will not supply
good ventilation for a workroom, that
When people are
is overcrowded.
crowded too closely together In a room
it becomes Impossible to supply them
with enough fresh air without shootroom.
ing a gale of wind through the
Many state laws require ot least
400 cubic feet for every worker or a
seven
space of eight feet high and
feet square. This should be the rule
In all factories.
Plenty of aie does not always mean
good ventilation. In addition to the
amount of air filled space the air must
be kept in motion. This can b accomplished by means of inlets and
outlets placed in different parts of the
room.
WHAT'S

BROTHER SIN ARMS

England Finds Americans

Most Serious of the Allies

Its precise situation does not matApparently, the haul is great. Of
ter. It Is in England: that is the im- the thousands of men in the prime of
along the
portant, the. wonderful fact. Take a their youth who march
one seems bur-

:? h
map and select some
windy spot
whence you can get a view over miles,
of English country, hill and dale and
woodland, and it will do for the Amer-ca- n
camp. One other thing is needed
before the imagination can fully comprehend this portent. The high, windy
spot must ho within walking distance
of on old Klglish town, whic h has an
intimate place in our early history and
owns as many legends as would make
a book of romance and enchantment.
Many Americans visited the town in
the old days. They wero then in a
hurry, and did not mind what they
paid to get in and out again quickly.
They used to "do" the town; and the
townspeople, perceiving their lavish-nes- s
and being simple folk, perhaps,
fell into a habit of "doing" them. But
neither parly to the transaction seems
to have complained.
The town grew
accustomed t being polished off in
the course of half a day or so, while
the Americans were delighted at tickin
their guideing another namo
books.
successors
Their
actually occupy
a "rest" camp. It, is true that theyl
do not sit down for very long, for they
are on business and rather pressing
business. But every provision is made
for their comfort, which they have
made themselves. So it comes about
on the camp by
that .stumbling
chance, a man who has known the
high windy spot in the days of pence
Is at first, a little dazed by the transformation wrought
by war. The
streets of huts remind him of the
towns that grow up in a night in a
There is a shock between
colony.
them and hallowed history and tradias
though some Srnlthvillo or
tion;
Brown's City had nested in the ruins
of Pompeii, and wero raising its crest
in defiance of the heavy hand of
Time. Then, his eye lighting on open
spaces and certain mysterious nets, he
recognizes the indefeasible signs of tho
race. The squatters have brought their
sports with them as well as their proHere they box, and over
visions.
there they chase u 111. With the
nets they fish for physical health and
fitness.
i

,

memoried rouds, not
dened with nerves or an ache. Most
of them are tall, nncj all havo tho kind
of chest that throws out a tunic. Nor
do they need tho Biblical injunction
to rejoice In tho days of their youth.
They exult in the play of every muscle
and sinew. Hut behind the lean,
brown faces lurks a notable seriousness. The British soldier smiles when
ho is most in earnest, Inn ihc.se men,
on the contrary, carry the gravity of
war in their keen eyes and set lips.
They are the most solemn of the allies.
So much for an impression of them
on the march. At play, they let loose
the wild humor of Mark Twain, compared with which all British fun, save
ho Eastender's when he is really out
for the day, Is prime and even grim.
The same man who bilk to you of
common things with the decorum of a!i
finishing school for young women is
changed into a jslling, gesticulatin
wild man the moment he sets foot on
the baseball ground.
Set down here on this most English soil, and staying but a little while,
they study the country. Mention the
local legends, and you discover that
they havo formed opinions on them.
They possess quite a nice' sense of
where history ends and romance begins. One of them, discussing the sub-jewith me. expressed definite views
on the burial place of a renowned
hero. This man was a chauffeur. The
whirlwind pace he drove at may have;
given him leisure for speculation. All,
I could do was listen and hold on; coi
the theory cannot get Into prist. It1
not so fascinating in any case, as
spectacle of the man himself,
from a remote American state,
over a few thousand miles
land and sea. and planted on this
sacred ground to teach an English-- 1
man his own .".iniquities. Not arro- eantly, by imv means, but with a win-- !
ning air erf suggestion.
"side," or;
Arrogance,
boasting,
"swank" are all alien to the average
American soldie r. Tf there are more
modest or more shv men on the face
of .the globe ihan these campers-out- ,
I

-
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A Labor Day Message
V

'

'

By W. B. WILSON,
Secretary of Labor
This Labor Day finds America at the greatest crisis in history.
The Nation is engaged in the greatest war the world has ever seen,
and upon the results of this war will depend the fate, of humanity
for centuries.
with the
We have sent a great Army abroad to
armies of our allies. Our Navy is clearing the seas of the Germun
our men In blue and khaki have won glory by many
submarines,
heroic deeds; they have helped to inflict Upon the foe a crushing
defeat which, we hope, may prove tho turning point of the war.
But whether it does prove such depends as much upon those
who remain at home as upon those who go abroad to light. We
have no fears for our sojdlers in France, provided we can keep
them v.dl fed. well clothed and properly equipped; they have already shown themselves more than the equal of the Kaiser's best
troops.
Upon this dnv, of all days, we must consider seriously the problem before us at home. We must maintain our armies In the field
h
at the
lighting strength, and we must supply the needs of
our allies and the starving people of Belgium.
This is a day on which Labor must consecrate itself to a great
task the task of winning the war. For this tremendous duty halfway measures will not suffice. There must be absolute loyalty and
devotion to the Nation's cause these, I believe, our people have
already shown beyond a question. But more than this, there must
be a clear understanding of the great need, and a new determination
to gratify it.
Maximum production Is the goal for which we must strive. With
every workman giving his utmost strength and will power, we shall
attain It. The task will not be easy, nor the effort small; but we
have no choice. To save all that we hold dear, we must work, work,
work for the boys in France and the allies. One phrase sums it up:
"Work as yoy Would fight."
The coal miners are doing that. They have produced the greatest amount of coal in history, despite the heavy loss of men through
enlistment.
Many records have been broken In shipbuilding. Great Industrial plants are producing material for the army at unprecedented
speed. The Nashville powder plant, the greatest in the world, was
completed three months ahead of time.
One workman made a record by driving O"." rivets in one day.
Only a short time afterward, the mark was passed by another who
drove 5,000.
Now we are told that a workman has driven 6,000
rivets in one day. Such deeds as these show the spirit that animates
our people and have served as examples to stimulate the whole great
body of Americans to nobler tasks.
The glory of it all is that labor has visualized the needs of our
armies and our peoples and its own relation to those necessities
Labor accepts that responsibility enthusiastically, loyally. With our
splendid Army on the battle fluids of Europe, reinforced by an efficient industrial army In America, militarism is doomed to defeat.
Democracy will be triumphant on earth.

they must live in some as yet undiscovered spot, in the heart of Africa or
at the Poles.
It is, however, notorious that America can claim a larger variety of
humanity than most countries. One
casual acquaintance in this camp came
froin Georgia, and another,
who
claimed New England as his home,
told how a small census had' been
taken of a dozen soldiers selected at
random, by whom eight states were
represented. It was the man from
New England who let me into the secret of what shocks the American soldier In England. Unless he happens to
be familiar with the haunts of the
"Idle rich" in big towns, he is struck
either dumb or into "language" by the
sight of women smoking cigarettes.
( By the
International News Bureau,
Inc.)

,

WITH SCISSORS
AND PASTE
VERB IX.
(From "My Lorraine Journal," by
Edith O'Shnugnessy, Harper & Bros.)
m
ere

r nrirm
lint lie snunrl
like
call.
is
Verdun! It
short hut gravely harmonious. It is satisfying to the ear, it
is quickening to the soul.
Verdun! It Is for France the word
of words; in It lies the whole beauty
of her language and of her martini
glory as well.
Who shall say it is but a fortuitous
collection of letters, this word Verdun,
beautiful as a chalice, that holds the
dearest blood of France?
It would not have been the fcfinie
mystically, perhaps not actually, had
it been Tool or Epinal or even that
other melodic sound, Itclfort. Verdun
It is the call through red days and
nights, and everywhere the sons of
Franco rallying to it with great hur-wa- s
wings lest mayhap one be there
fore the other, to dye with deeper
or the crimson of high deeds.
dun. ear and tongue relinquish you
f
gretfuliy.
Verdun, glory and sorrow of France,
I salute
you, Verdun! Verdun!
be-tl-

re-o-

AX

(IIIK) VIEW

OK PROHIBITION.
(Toledo Weekly Blade.)
The time to treat prohibition ns a
sentimental Issue has passed. Today
tt is one of the world s gravest eco
nomic issues. No nation can ever ar- rive nt or maintain Its effective work
lug level while it continues to pour its
wealth of grain into the manufacture
of useless liquor. No nation can ever
maintain its effective working level so
long as it invests its millions in a bus!
ness deadly and parasitic a business
which thrives on the steady wreck
age of mind and matter.
Prohibition was not swept into more
than half the states of tho Union on a
flood of women's tears. Prohibition
has come so far, fundamentally, for
because it is eco- two great reasons
nomically sound and because it is mor-- j
ally right. It will go farther for the
same good and Bufnoient reasons.
Tho liquor trade has not one eco- Not one
nomic leg to stand upon.
pound argument can be advanced for
its maintenance. The government of
the United Slates does not need itsn
The people of the
tainted revenues.
United States do not need its counter
feit joy. Tho abolition of the liquor
trade in Ohio will come but a little
its final eradication
while before
throughout the nation by the adop
The
tion of the federal amendment.
people are done with it, now and al
ways.

PA LS
William Wallace, A, B
1297.

Austrian

Hopes fade

(Some of the truth is
by
When Scotland was abandoned by her the censor to be told permitted
the working
own
class of Austria In the pages of the
And even Bruce had, bowed to Ed- Vienna Arbeiter Zeitung. In its recent
ward's might,
Sunday issue the central organ of the
Your spirit kindled and almost alone Germun Socialists in Austria devoted a
You raised the cry for freedom lend leading article to the interpretation
the right.
of llindenburg's
recent statement,
"We all wish peace, but it must be
Tncy slew you a'j a traitor in the pence with honor,")
Tower,
(I mm Tho Arbeiter Zeitung of
Yet still you live wliei baser fouls
Viomw.)
are gone,
When the German
offensive was
And let us hope that in your darkened
launched In the west on March 21, tho
hour
world was under the impression that
You knew the coming of a brighter the
last battle was being fought in the
dawn.
terrible four years of conflict, the lust
battle
would decide who was the
The valor of your men nt Stirling victor that
and who the vanquished in
Bridge
terrific war, thai is becoming ever
Where English fword and Scotlish this
more obvious is belli fought for the
blade contended
dominion
of the world. The political
Itoso to its heights again nt Vimy
significance of the offensive that
Itidge
with such great successes was
Where Britishers of north and souih opened
declared to bs, that the enemy's dewere blended.
termination to carry on the war must
be broken, that the enemy who had
Proudly they battered back the Ger- rejected
all offers of peace must be
man plague
by force of arms to accept
Led bv a pal of yours called Douglas compelled
peace, which would then be dictated
Halg.
Those were days of
by tho victor.
Edmund Vance Cooke.
triumph for the opponents of a peace
based on understanding, for the advocates of a peace enforced by tho
Incomparable masterpieces of ort.
Tho Germans, not being ablo to sword.
reach Padua by land, ro there through
What statesmen had not accomthe air, knowing well that their works plished, what all the efforts of the
of art can be neither protected nor friends of peace
had failed to
taken away. The frescos of Giotto achieve tho sword should now render
hold fast to the walls as their soul possible, the victorious sword which
holds fast to the soul of the city. The declines to win over anversary with
German bombs by wounding the "Ma- arguments of reason and of humanity,
donna dell Arena" injure the archi- which deprives an adversary of the
tectural work of Serovegni and the freedom of choice by shattering his
marvelous unrolling qf Giotto's art.
and imposes on him the dire
Here is the place where the Florentine strength,
necessity of having to act In complimaster evolved from 1304 to 1381! the ance
with the commands of the victor.
purest expression of his genius.
A shell hitting the "Virtues and
a half months have
Four
Vices," a crumbling down of tiles elapsed and
since the commencement of
maiming "Christ Triumphant In the the
offensive
that was to decide the
Cortege of Angels" or the "Scenes of war, and
though nobody believed that
the Life of the Virgin" and one of the in
view of the circumstances a decision
surest beauties bequeathed to poster- would
be reached
the fact
ity by the Fourteenth Century would cannot be overlookedquickly,
that the offenbe done for.
has
a half
sive
lasted
four
and
already
The destruction of the wall with
months.
Mantegna's masterpiece representing
the "Life of St. Jacob," together with
Hindenburg also has drawn his conother wonderful frescos, would be a clusions from this state of affairs, and
beautiful triumph and Austria without wo supplement the popular field
marshal's declaration with the statedoubt will contest it with Germany.
the Germans the works of ment that his "peace with honor" will
Through
Ronada-Ferrar- a
and Ansuina da Forli never be. obtained on the battlefields.
We still maintain that the only poswiss disappear and fire and smoke
ll
will accomplish what time and
sibility of arriving at peace, is through
freedom,
disappear and fire and smoke an understanding in honor,
and dignity, four years of war withtecnth Century.
out
an
decision
a
being
important tesAnd the University of Padua! What
a target for the intellectual Germans! timony that a victory which will enThe yard with the archway doors by able peace to be dictated cannot bo
Sansovino! The students of a hundred achieved on the battlefields.
Mankind, moreover, needs and degenerations have passed through It,
among them the most Illustrious mas- mands new conditions, a new order of
ters. This magnificent center of Latin things in the world in which force as
instruction must be destroyed and if the determinative and decisive factor
the bomb misses it can still reach the is eliminated from the relations of namarket square and kill some twenty tions and peoples. Tho world needs
old women sitting there under th?r an order of things in which war is repicturesque parasols, as it happened in garded as something inhuman, someVerona.
thing trbnormal, as it really is, and
a League of Free States and
Everything that is beautiful is in which will
establish the laws. This
crowded together in Padua. Every- peoples
thing in the sky, dairying a light veil new order of things will result from
of pink clouds, revolves around the no offensive.
We all recognize that the offensive
towers and domes or settles on the
is a mistake. J It can come only
roofs in a soft red.
Here is the Palazzio della Ragione through understanding, which ends
dating from 1172 and surrounded with war not only on the battlefields but
minds and hearts."
portals of the Fourteenth Century. alsoThisin ismen's
the terrible knowledge that
Close by is the Loggia
del Consiglio
lacks,
namely, that the war
where Maggi and' Biaggio have used Germany
all tho refined taste of tie renas-sanc- cannot be ended by petty chaffering
a little farther you see the with scraps of territory, and that It
Church of the Santo with Its seven can be ended only when the Central
domes and as a guardian in front of Powers admit the necessity for a new
it the immortal Condottiere done in order of things a League of Nations,
disarmament, and courts of arbitrabronze by Donatello.
Who thinks of these marvels In tion, and democracy at home and,
great danger? Centuries have put devote themselves to it without subthem among the violet iris, which terfuges and without reserve.
n
trembled In the moist gardens.
(In another article on "The
of the German front," in tho
same number, the Arbeiter Zeitung
DENTISTS OF OLD
hu-wi-

e;

Betro-cessio-

PRIF.D OIT TEETH.
(Youth's Companion.)
In the time of Nero there were professional dentists who could replace
lost teeth with artificial ones made
of sycamore wood, which were fastened to their natural neighbors with
gold wire. A gold plate with several
teeth attached has been found in an
Etruscan tomb. But those dentists
THE MARTYRDOM OF BEAUTY
knew nothing of the art of excavating
(Jean do Bonnefon in l'lntransigeant, and filling cavities. When a tooth
became too painful they removed it,
Paris.)
In Italy the splendir of Venice takes not
pulling It, but by prying it out
our eyes in such a way, that we do not in a by
manner that must have been most
measure ot their real value the mis'
distressing to the sufferer.
deeds, committed bv the Austrian-Oe- r.
ma"n aviators on the calm beauty of
NOBODY HOME.
Padua, which is visited several times
(Louisvil le Con
)
each week bv hostile air squadrons.
fished
I've
and I've fiddled all om the
We hear little of the ravages and
pond,
the Paduans have not flet. Proud and
I've angled wherever it's wet,
simple, they stay at their homes in tho I've
paused and dropped anchor both
shadows of the nowerfnl arches. Chi!
hither and yond.
dren, wrested from the dangers of
But
never a bite do I get. ,
Venice, are here! The wounded of ten
hospitals are here! The refugees of There's never a ripple and never a
l
.many towns are here! What an attracswish
tion for Gorman homos, the massacre
To stir up the waters so blue,
of Miese helpless bolngs.
And I am beginning to think that the
Bu
tho city of the warm pavefish
ments and heliotrope perfumes offers
Are taking a vacation, too.
the ironociasts of the aid still more
joy; the poor women, the children who
QUIt SOLDI KKS MUST BE.
lift their wondering eyes towards the
CLEANED SHAVED.
are
the living prey
mysterious danger,,
(Youth's Companion.)
ones.
not
are
the
These
General
only
they
Pershing has made known
are the immortal, eternal prey, for the to Washington his belief that a clean
streets of Padua, these very old streets shave helps to maintain he morale
which under their flat roofs and won of the soldier, and therefore the govderful arcades have taken on thegood ernment has added razors to the outhair brushes,
and kind air of old people whom we fit ot
love, these streets where the kitchen nan ami' other toilet articles with
It.
supplies every soldier who
smell mixes with the odor of flowers which
-- Kliese old fashioned
.
streets lead to goes overseas,
--

.

tooth-brushe-

s,

writes:)

"Although the Germans may have
gained a more favorable position for
defense, this does not alter the fact
that at the close of the German and of
the subsequent French offensives, the
outward signs of success remained on
the side of the Entente. This gain is
of no decisive importance, but one
thing is unquestionable, namely, that
the tremendous moral effect produced
by the three great spring offensives,
with their enormous gain of territory
and menacing approach to Amiens
neutralised
and Paris, is thus partially
The Entente ' Powers also
now possess a leader whose name inand who, they bespires confidence his
predecessors, far
lieve, is not, like
Inferior to Hindenburg and Luden-dorThe hope that
in generalship.
animated so many people In Germany
in the spring, and even in the early
ff

summer, that the growing military
success in the west would put an end
to the world war before American
intervention made itself felt has been
rendered, by the course it the last offensive, to say the leait, completely
doubtful.
(By the International
News Bureau,

inc., tsoflton,

mass.;

V

GENERAL FOCH AND THE BIBLES
(Boston Transcflpt.)
The great General Foh, in a letter
to Dr. George William Carter, general
secretary of the New York Bible so.
ciety, expresses appreciation of the
Testaments sent to soldiers by saying
that "the Bible is certainly the best
preparation that you can give an American soldier about grng into battle
to sustain his magnif ij ent ideal and
his faith." The society (as given nearof a million copies of
ly
the Scriptures to our v idiers and sail
one-quart-

or..

.

J

AIHuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, September 2, 1918.
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In the capture
. of Mont St. Quentin, north of Pe
ronne ana Feuillacoiirt, more than
1,500 prisoners were taken by the
British, according t0 Field Marshal
Ilaigs report tonight. The British
losses were small.
The statement
Kept.
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says:
"By a daring and brilliantly
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"Attacks this morning by strong
hostile forces astrido the Bapaume-Cambrroad, were driven off with
heavy losses. In this neighborhood
the English completed the capture of
number of prisoners and a few guns
At certain points between
VaulxVraueourt and Bullecourt, prisoners
were taken and our positions Improved
in this
slightly. Strong counter-attack- s
sector again led to hard fighting. Tho
situation has not changed materially.
"Further north Canadian troops car
ried out successfully a local opera
tion immediately across and south of
many casualties and capturing ma-
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MOMMIIS JOURNAL CLASSEFEEP COL0I1S

Rooms.

co

-

FOR RENT Office. In lulta or unci. Call
upstairs, over Woolworth's .turf.
FOR RENT 1 front connecting
ofllos
Mflmi over Golden Rut. stir.

"

FOE SALE

FOR SALE

L

'

TiMTON

A.

fr,,

"
JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney
Rooms IS, 17 and 19.
Cromwell Building
Phone 1172.
UKNTI8T8
DR. t. IS. KKAPF
.. .,
Dental Surgeos
Rooms
Harnett Building
Phone 144
Appointment. Made by Mall
h. r. cor
DentM
Rooms 5 Mellnl Building

CO.

,

A good, light second-

hand truck. Address

Rrn

Room.

wt

P. O. Box 524, City.

PHVNU1ANS AMI

;,

GERMAN

llM

For Rent

Rooms With Bjwd"

FOR RENT East room wltri porch; boaid,
private family. 623 Mouth Hlh.
porcil and
to sloiio east "sleeping
j.ADV
room; hoard. BOS South Edith.
FOR RENT Front room with board, llcas-unablPrivate family. Phone 1742.
FOR RENT Rooms with sleeping porches.
hot and cold wa,tcr, 1st clans table board.
Cnna rie Pro, si 1 West Oold.
FOR RENT Nice room and porch auliahls
for two wllh bonrd, rates $.15.00. Phone
:I4 south Arnn.
ir,U-W- .
furnished
pOB RENT Sleeping porch 101
Bouth
table board.
rooms, first-clas- s
Edith. Phone ISO. Mrs Abbott.
MRS. W. H. REEr. or the Mokhart Ranch
has moved to s'13 Bouth Arno. wnere sh.
Is prepared to take health seekers. Phuns
2225.

,

EL JARDIN ESCON DIDO The oonvales-een- ts
Ideal home. Haa room with private
hath vacant. Hoi West Central. Phone 1112.
SI1AUT NOOK ranch offers exoellent room
and board. Just the place to got strong.
For rates phons 1429F-4- ; free transportation
Accommodations now available. Mrs, H. B.
Thomas.

FOR RENT

Apartraent$3.

FOR RENT Three furnished opurlmcnls at
S04 North Second.
aiiartments. Elms
FOR LyCNT-Furnul- ieV
HotelT corner First and TIJeras.
threa-rooFOR RENT Two and
apartments and sleeping rooms.
Highland
House.
FOR RKNT Furnished spirtment. Klectrhs
llglit, buth. Close in, $16. no. Phono Hi.
lino North Second.
FOR RENT Thrci room furnish, d modern
apartment. 313 West Marquette. Inqulro
21 ;t South
First. Phone
FO R li sj'N T f'i ur - room uii'f unilRhed spart-men- t,
all modern, g,od location. Inquire
314 South Fifth. No sick, l'lione 2:!09.
FOR RENT Three or four room furnished
apartments, modern; 200 Block, South Sixth.
Inquire Savoy hotel office
For RENT Desirable furnished housewith
keeping apartment on West Central,
.
glassed sleeping porch. Phone 2139-JT1IF, WASHINGTON. 1003 $'. CENTRAL.
located; no
Up to date and beautifully

sick, young children or short term t.nanis
Oet on the waiting list. Phona
solicited.
2023. J. I), Eakln, proprietor.

.r

JAPANESE

..

Practice Limited to Tuberculosis Wright
building; opposite postofflo. Office hours,
2 to 2 p. m. Phone, offlos
10 to 1$ .. m
297-residence J97-J- .
nit. m.kga it ifi'u'. c a itTwltiTiVi r
Pracllre l imited In Women's and Chll-drrDiseases
2.1
It E. Central Phone 671, Albunirqu., NJ
lt. BAR All (OKKII
Practice Limited tn Children.
Office Rooms 1 and 2, Wright llld.
Fourth and Oold.
Hours 2 p. m. to 5 p. m.
i
Office Phone
Residence Phons 2075.

FRENCH

iW

rJl'KOGONS

W. T. .Ml ni'HV, M. II.

iwnfiiinTiTiiSMd

REM

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS

FLEIOTra

WANTED TO BUY

401).

PROFESSIONAL

fr

SWELL

ITALIAN

rhone

ULMTIN CO.
a

CO.

H eat Oold Ave.
Have some new p.ne Homers on their
floor, would be glad to show them to
you.
Want to buy your second hand goods,
I IK

1.

A.

!

STAR FURNITURE

brick, stuccoed, modern, large porch, fireplace, South

$3,500

At a UnrRaln, nice homp In Lurm Place:
For Sale: Five-roopressed brick, larire
sleeping porch, cement basement, Karaite, Also two lets on Forrester A v time. Money to
.Loan.
Seventh street.
corner lot, ca.y term.. $3,260.
$2,000
brick, modern. North
New four-rooSanta Fe brick, gnni
EcMHLUON
.
Second street.
porches, fine view, growing section, fn.350.
Six-roo20U V, lioltl.
modern
$2.500
hardfour-roo"CARPENTERING.
bungalow,
brick, modern. South
New
brick, cement basement,
wood floors, furnace heat, lireplace, heating plant, stationary laundry tubs, closo
Walter street.
FOR CARPENTER work, reasonable. Drop $4,300
modern brick, hot fine garage with servants' room. This to Central, fine view, $2,760,
flara .fli North nnl street.
e
water heat, lot 75x142, Fourth is a fine home, located on one of the
Fonrjeen-acrranch en main ditch, fine
FOR SALL IW.scenaneouv
best streets in the city. If you want neighborhood, closo to city, Including growward.
valIn
Best
tho
$1,000.
faun
buy
crops,
ing
this
will please you
frame, bath, sleepsomething nice,
aUackcd by the enemy, numbering $1,600
FOR SALE HorsrV' harness and
ley.
ing porch, South Broadway, close and the price is right.
buggy
1,000, with field pieces and machine
diss. Mann, olrf Alhuo.uern.ue.
Six acres on Tloulpvard, no
in.
Improvements,
'guns. The enemy was completely re- - $1,500
fine
FOR
location, $1,100.
2
cement block bunoutfit,
Three-roorigs, one double, one single. 401 North
pulsed.
furnished house,
galow, modern, glassed-i- n
sleepThirteenth. Phone 969.
REAL ESTATR, FIRE INSURANCE
"In the evening the left wing also
"rnTturS
0le lm:ludln
ing porch; Highlands.
iTTsO?
LOAN
FOR KALE CtilicoiTgTapes. finest, kind
was attacked by 2,000 enemy infantry $2,500
bungalow, modern, Phone lot.
chine guns."
216 West Gold.
cents per
Jelly. 6
1'or Kent: Several good
at the ranch.
Czechowith
Tho
sir
machine
guns.
propositions, furn. .. O. Handy. Phone 2I2S-F- p.,und
sleeping porch, garage, Fourth
"Between the Sensee and Scarpa
Ished or unfurnished.
ward.
were
resisted
slovaks
but
stubbornly
Ft)H HALE $30 "tiendron" baby 'r.llriuKc
rivers the English troops pushed theld
$2,600
instucco, bath, etc..
dark brown, leather cushions, reversible,
line forward 1,500 yards toward the obliged to retreat. The Twelfth
cement walks and coping,
$15. 409 South Amo.
also
&
fantry division, arriving there, covHELP
WANTED.
Trlnguige river.
adobe, all on lot 76142:
SALE
Winchester
Czecho-Plovaks
ifl0',:2 ,ul., .Oil
Third ward.
"The increasing demand upon the ered the retreat of the
model. 1A Eastman kodak
and case:
FIRE IJJSUItANCE AGENTS
and
the
enemy.
Child's
repulsed
bed;
and
hluh
chair; :'"0 sq,
to
reserves,
enemy
the
duefirstly
ft. fly screening: Tot Knsl Snnt;i Pe.
"Tho Twelfth
division
Third
Gold
gradually
and
enormous casualties In hisxmnssed atWAXTKU
Dell boyaT Alvui Biio Hotel."
Ft)R SALE Very flue grayreed baby bug-gy- ,
tacks in the first part of the year, concentrating in the direction of
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
WANTED A milker.
good as new, .$18; nlso Ice cream
Apply Bezemek
at
offensive
the
assumed
Suiyagina
to
111
freezer, dishes and cooking utensils, till
and secondly,
Dairy.
South Fourth Street.
heavy casualties la dawn on
24.
After
Fruit.
Wist
sevejto
WANTJCD
August
A
JPuTH
IB10M1E
.econd
wounded
cooltat once.
killed,
and prisoners by n
man Cafe.
FOR SALE One plnno. mnhoi;any finish.
series of successful attacks by the a! fighting the enemy was driven to the
Bungalow, danly location, hardV A N TJCD
We then advanced to
practically new, will sell cheap and mnk.
wood
built-i- n
lies since July 18, has compelled the northward.
DtUverymuii at 11 awkln'a Grolawn
features,
sideeasy terms. Act quickly If you want a barcery Store.
tho bluff north of Shimakofka and
walks, pric. $4,4oo. If
want a good gain. II. Livingston Furniture Co., 218 South
enemy to withdraw from the Lys sal-lehouse
see
this one.
WANTKlj Boy lo work in grocery store.
Hecond.
and yield without a blow positions are now attacking.
"Ploy lui piomn fjuun.
"Our booty includes one field piece,
MoCXUGHAN
FOR SALE One good driving hjrse weight
of high tactical Importance won a
.oac
I
to l'hone 007
oa.mi'.u
'i pets
nrlsnt boy about
lufiO,
X10 West Gold
three machine guns and two armed
single hurnuNs, one heavy,
aenver .oft drink.. 1003 Eii- -t Central.
great cost.
dandy spring wapon, buggy pole, one
"Our troops have regained posses- locomotives. The casualties on both
ia. i r.ii -- i.oy lor u.'ln. ry.
Chum e
very cheap, one wagon cheap, new.
lo
1,12 North Second.
learn trade. Two Klrln for Ulmlery work.
sion of Kemmel hill. We have reach- sides are unknown."
Amli'i-MonAthrlnht
FOR
Printer.
OOi- ed the general line Voormezeelo and
WANTED50o per gallon.
will
Roof, under our
Experienced man for lioK ranch.
Creche and Poulieu
Lindenhoek,
Union
Loan
Apply
Co., jm; South Third.
Improve from year to year. W can put on
Phono 12S8.
and are approaching Estat ies."
a new roof that wilt last as long a. the
North.
o? manua- l- traliiiini
WANTED Teacher
building. The Mansano Co, Phon. 102-l.V HORNINtt JOU.NAL .S.CIAL LKASED WIRtl
ton HH.NT-ito- om
in modern bunKulow,
110 South Walnut
and
mechanic. Klo Grande In- t'-- ; per month
The official
London, Sept. 1.
90S West
Rome, Sept. 1. The official stateMar(iietto.
nlimrlal Bchool, Box 6!I5 City.
cement
statement on aerial operations issued ment from Italian headquarters toddy
t'OU liliNT Uhe very desirable, bedroom KRIB1 oarbon roor pamt ana roof
WANTKO
top. leaks; lasts five years. Use Devo.
Timekeeper for construction
2240.
tonight says:
Jap-a-laLOST.
floor
Isays:
train In Arizona. Apply at once Apache
m(lernmjJVMMntraJhone
re.dy paint,
paint, Vaispar,
Foil
RENT Modern rurnnm.o roonuj no mohair
The weather was cloudy on August
top and .eat dressing. Motor car finRailway Co.. Commercial Club ItulldliiK.
"In the Fosina basin our patro's
mti..u
' nlral.
wnoKy toiias arrow
cold
water
and b. satisfied.
ish,
kalsomlno,
30 but the various activities our air broke into the enemy position, ini'.?!iiJLtril!ILllc,ll?LLL!,,t
VANT1M
about" J 8. capable of
Younir
miin,
set In gold band.. Jtnturn ,..,!
nsT
lo nit North
HUNT
Thos. F. Keleher, 40$ W. Central. Phone 410.
housekeeping-foorLight
holding and reading copy for proofreader FOH
EJeviMHliItuwnnl.
service were fully maintained a'l flicting heavy
losses. Twenty-fiv- e
no children. 611 West Coal.
and aKdat In mailing room. Apply at once,
FOirTSMJ5rThe"Meyers Co. Store, cor-nalong the front. Twelve enemy ma- prisoners, arms and material were U).Tr ch,','k"""I Moose
Journal offlc.
FOR RENT Room, tnq m
First street .nd Coppr avenuo A lot
oa,n.
vwk,
.,'",,,"
iteward.
receipt.,
chines were destroyed during the day taptured.
of
furniture and fixtures. Including one elec-tri- o
r Loiaen kui. store.
rnnne 21iio-- .
"Z-'
player-pianone upright piano, bar
and five driven down out of control.
FOR KENT Tbreo furnished" rooms for
"In Val Arsa we drove back par M)ST A plain brown ullk umbrella
Female.
I.yrlo
light housekeeping; no lck.flu North outfit, cash register, show eases, large heatFour of our machines are missing.
Finder return Sin West Coiipur
ties who attempted to reach our andtheater.
'
Second.
ing stoves, dlHgraph, trucks, office desks,
WANTED Girl for plain cooking. 416 West
receive reward,
lines."
chairs, shelving and counters, copper measGoal.
FOR RENT Newly furnished room
Wll.r, Parties win. im.k .iIiik vvukopi fr,.m
nd ures, bottling outfit, bar glassware and othtlie fn.nt of lil.eksniltli uloiri on North WA.NTKU
sleeping porches; reasonable rates. (1$ er articles too numerous to mention nil
co,k, three "infaui
North Second.
MEN TAUGHT TO WRITE
M),rh.tiyetHro known tlenne return mime. lly. l'hone 71!.
goes dirt ehenp for cash, no decent offer re
LOST
WANTED
Brtttun buUpuu7 wliltefrontfee"t7
Tne FOR RENT Furnished room. and house-keepin- g fused. The Meyers Co., Inc., Coiner First
.Competent saleswoman.
l.V MOftNIM. JOURNAL ...CIAL LSA..0 Wl.
dark
Economist.
whhe
face. Return to Kwln &
color,
apartments, all new and modern. street and Copper avenue.
OWN NAMES IN A DAY Co. office.
Paris. Sept. 1.
215 North Seventh.
Heavy fighting
Upward.
WANTIM)
llirl f..r geuerul bourn) Work. Apnorth of Soissons and along the Canal
RIO GRANDE
HOTEL Rooms and apart"
ply 40.1 North Twelfth.
CSV MORNIN. JOU.NAL ...CIAL L.A.KD WINS
Du Nord is reported by the war of
menu, 619 West Central, Mrs. Richard
FOUND.
VVANTKD ijlrl I'.T general
WANTED
house work. West,
IvTiscefianeous.
r.Oli
fice tonight. The French have sucProprltress.
Lewis,
Tacoma, Wash., Sept.
North Third.
Camp
Black pockelbook In HlKh school
ceeded in overcoming powerful resist- 1. Teaching men to write their own l'OUND
IMPERIAL
WANTKD
ROOMS
Msc
WANTED If you need a carpenter, call J.
oieali
bos or girls, with
auditorium. Inquire .lournul office.
rates by day or week; oyer Woolworth's,
wheel. Postal Telearaph Co.
S. Hurling. Phone tr.95-J- .
ance at various points and have taken names in a single day when in many
Jl
West Central.
N T is b
iri
I
W
A
A
work'
to
b
o
cases
iiVldaysTT'al
WANTED To buy llie best twelve hundred
east
canthe
of
of
ases
reached
the
tho
Campague
FOR
hank
they had
FOR
Dwellings
RL.ST
220
One or two nicely furnished
at
North Fourteenth.
pound horse six years old. Johrf Mann.
nal, hold the village of Chevllly and thirty years without having ever
modern, new
Fourth ward I.Ai'E curtains washed
WANTED
Girl or woman for general on rooms,
and stretched, 35c
.
have advanced their line as far Leury, formed a single letter of the alpha
car lino, l'hone 19J6-K- house,
North.
housework. 724 West Copper.
pnlr. Phone ftos.
northeast of Soissons. The statement bet, is one of the accomplishments of FOR RENT Three-rooGood
woman cook, $50 per FOR RENT Three furnished hou'sekeepltig WANTED To do
unfurnished bouse WANTED
rooms wllh private bath. No sick and n
washing and Ironing at
says:
shade; outbuildings; $10.00. Inquire 1J00
the new development battalion here
month. 110 South Third. Phone S64.
4 a
home.
Kfisf Grand. Phone 12.10-children. 019 North Fourth.
"In the course of the day the but- which seeks "to give every man who North Second.
WOMAN
For general nouseworkFnoooolcr
WANTED
Reoptlon room and "office furn
AMERICAN
HOTEL, 502 2 West Ontral.
tle continued with extreme violence In has not been properly placed in th
Ing. Address Bog
Mouth.
Albuquerque,
Iture. Will pay reasonable price. Phone
Opened under new management house-keepi2198-J- .
the region of the Canal Du Nord and army a chance to find his place where FOR RKNT Modern furnished flva-ro- i m WANTED Girl one who undcrntands dinii nd
sleeping rooms, rates reasoning room work preferred. !22 West Sliver. able. Phone 201.
house. 310 West Iron. l'hone tils.
north of Soissons. Our troops ad- he can be of real service in winning
WANTED A few choice milch cows. AdWANTED (llrl for cooking and housework
dress Gallup Meat &. Produce. Co., Gallup,
vanced foot by foot, occupying suc- Iho war."
South.
Bourn.
s
No washing or ironing. Call mornings 1107
N. M.
cessively centers of resistance which
collage wllh Kent.
Once upon a time if a man could FOR RENT Small furnished
FOR
RENT Furnished room wlth
Private family will take good
porch, inquire 617 South Broadway,
the enemy defended with stubborn- not read nor write the English lan- sleeping
sleeplng WANTED
WANTED Girl for general housework, two
enre of piano for use. Phone 1.MS-J- , iluvvk-Ins- .
porch. 007 West Oold.
l'lione 2U4-J- .
ness.
701
In
or
Phone
1Kb
411 East Iron.
family, good wages.
FUR RENT Light housekWlMiTsmllWi:
guage he could not enlist under tho FOR RENT Five-roohouse, partly fui'll
South Arrio.
"We occupied Campagne, on the United States banner. Now he is takIng rooms. 409 West Iron.
WANTED At once second hand furniture
$IS.OO
lshed, bath, electric lights,
per
(lirt or wman for general house FOR RENT Furnished
cast bank of the canal. The enemy en in through the draft and taught month. Water paid. On car line. Inquire Hit WANTED
and
kitchen utensils; also cook stove or
roumut, tTTVaii sit-- "
work 2 aduUs. good home and wages. 115
ver; no .lek, so children.
range. Phons 21 90-effort was particularly violent against to read and write, and not only doe West Hold.
South Cedur.
FOR KENT Desirable front roornf oslc'k.' HIGHEST CA.-tPRICE PAID FOR JUNK
the village of Chevllly, which re"ithe
WANTED A frlrl for general housework
HlghranOR.
educate him in these two
BT THB SOtlTIIWESTERN JUNK CO..
r.!;".'1rr).TI4Ws Silver.
Blumcushlns Dairy, 1722
Miller
mained finally irf our possession after vital army
Apply
114
WJ38T
LBAD.
him
takes
FOR
PHONB til. WH ALSO
RENT
room.
Furnished
South
but
lit
subjects,
through
FOR RENT Nicely furaiahed "bed TrmmT
West Central.
''having been retaken twice by the practically the first five grades of Walter. Phone lot.
Close In. BOH Bouth Flfih. Phone 1 4 :i - j'. PI'T OLD AUTOfl.
WANTED A teacher to teach a ten year
WANTrHD-BecondGermans. We captured 200 prisoners
and
men's and boys'
.'OR RENT Furnished two. room eottsui.
old tjrl at her homo. From 9 a. m. to 4 FOR RENT Room with sleeping poivh.
school,
and have enlarged'our gains north of grammar
with sleeping porch. 1021 South WalUr.
clothes, shoes and underwear. Also trunks
board If desired, rhone 9;6. Inquire 217
p. m. 'Address H. K. A. care Jov,rnal.
new soldier does his five
The
111.
cases.
and
Call
suit
Chicago laaood-han- d
Four-rooPouthFourth.
RENT
house two glansed WANTED l.Bdy dirk, must m
Happlincourt and Morlincourt.
a good
months. Manv FOR
.tore, $11 South First
In porches. Water peld, $14. Phone 1622-"We have conquered Juvigny and grades in about three
salesman and correct at figures. Pi nnctt FOR R E NT Nice ly WniisbTd room s," ho
schools
are
of
details
of
the
sick and children. First class board. 708 WANTED-fw.O- oo
grade
FOR RENT Small furnished house wtlh Indian Trading "., Fourth and Hold.
bags. Pay from 2o to lo
Crouy In a bitter struggle and reached lost
West Pllver.
each. 400 tons scrap Iron. Pay from
sight of, but the soldier when he 4ti0sleeping poreh, electric light and water.
the western outskirts of Leury."
to
lb.
Edith.
Patrtotla duty, St-- Inls
per
N(irth
course
has practical! j
completes the
Hitrntancu.
Junk Co., 4 South First street. Phons 272.
tho learning of five years in grade FOtt ltENT 10 SouTnArno. 7 room, ud WANTED TCperlenced Spanish salesladies. FOR RE
-bath, hot water hi.at, $35' per month.
Furnished room. 101 Hnuth MATTRESSES renovated In .amo or new
schools
i. C. Penney Company.
Open for Inspection,
tick. Furniture repaired, upholstered and
By order of the secretary of war FOR RENT Modern furnished flat on Kaat
FOR RENT Largo, furnished room 'with reflnlshcd. Springs rcslrclched. Satisfaction
a MO.SJINS JOU.MAL .P.CIAI
WISSl
'the Instruction in the school shall ho
Central car line, convenient to sanator
kitchenette. modern.702East Central.
guaranteed. Albuquerque Mattress Factory.
1011 South Second. Phone 471.
ium. Thaxton & Co., Third and Gold.
Berlin, Sept. 1 (via London)
FOR RENT furnished rooms Willi orVlOt"
The sufficient to enable the student to
out hoard. 4M Hollthj Walter
official communication issued ty genWANTED Careful kodak finishing by masexecute and transmit verbal or- FOR RENT 16111 East Silver. furnished
house, hot air heat. lApply Wadleiah Alien. WANTED Competent seamstress as essls- - cm naiNT I
ter photographers. Twice dally service.
eral headquarters this evening says: ders or messages intelligently; also, Corner
Wltn
sloln. Remember,
ant In alteration room. Apply The
Copper and First, 10 to 12, 1 to f.
Send
satisfaction
porch; Ideal for two. .11 Bast Ctntrsl.
guaranteed.
"The British have noticed
tftj as far as possible, to, read and under FOR RENT Desirable five-roomodern
your finishing to a reliable, established firm.
FOR RENT Furnished housek.eplVg'r.wms
shortening of the bend in our frort stand ordinarily written or printed furnished bungalow on South Edith. Phonesi
Hartnt
master
Hanna,
photographers.
"'"P'hlT porch. 110 South Walnut.
In the direction of Hazebrouck, be matter as contained in the various 2139-J- . Glassed in sleeping porch and garFOR RENT Furnished room for tw"o"gTnT DIO OFFERS In high class portraits, views.
ge,
tween Ypres and La Basse and they drill regulations, soldiers' handbooks,
f.,
commercial photography.
$1.60 each per week. 211 East Cen.
lemen,
Expert kodak
IOR RENT Small furnished cottage, mod-ertral.
have followed our reconnoitering de- etc."
finishing. Film developed 10c. Prints 3c to
FOR 5ALL Houses.
location,
good
Kodaks
porches;
with
work.
glassed
free
5c,
enlargements
F"oKHE5Tiod,rn
tachments which we had left behind,
miTiriieV.p"ln
The T. M. C. A. furnishes the in- rhone 3si mornings. Keys 15:4 East Cen
loaned free Mall order, promptly attended
modern brick, heatxT'"h or w,"ut board. Phone to.
FOR SALE Five-rooCifift
s,.0'0,,?;
Central.
203
West
by way of Kemmel, Bailleui; NeuC structors, books, stationary, and oth- tral.
Art
Studio,
East Central.
ed; six lots. Whole or part. Central. 621
furnished cottage Journal.
Berquln and across the La we.
er materials and military officers de- FOR RENT
FOR R ENT One large room for I, it In house.
8 room,
and sleeping porches, at 1400
- "In the evening, southeast of Ar- clare this to be one of the greatcs'.
ana well furnished; no skk
ciean
PERSONAL.
old
SALE
In
aerpiiig,
Town, slwoom adobe
street, Apply City Realty FOR
block South
house. Price $750.00. F. O. Box 1$, Old 810 Kouih Walter. Phone 1705.
ras, British
partial attacks failed. accomplishments of the civilian tr-- ( Co., 207 WestHigh
Oold. Phone 776;
M
FOR RENT Across fromt'nlvcrsltv.' rooms MRU. H. L. BUBKEY TAXI LINE Phons
Albuquerque, N.
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sn. SJnSetsI rstee to w.rtlee
..i
with sleeninB- notehe- - lkfAi
General.
FOR BALE Nice hums, furnished and
'
of the Somme.
re
men
t
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six
onable rates. Phones 2133-Approximately
room
rood paying business, $4,009, halt cash.
RENT Modern Houses.
"On both sides of Noyon and be- now enrolled at the school. Thsse FOR
Foil ItfiXt Two well furnished rooms! for WANTED
Rooms and Board.
houses. Some furnished. Close In. W. H. Bungalow, Journal offloa.
tween the Oise and the Alsne French are not all illiterates, but the maior-it- y HcMIIIInn, !0 West Oold
light housekeeping. With sleeping poreh.
FOR SALE 105 ft. lot, modern bungalow,
W'ANTKD
Unom,
Electric
Blrfpinjr porch and gfoi
and
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lights
gas.
East
attacks developed during the after
Central.
are those of other countries, edusuitable
for boarders; has
rented. House
walk of
tmftrtl, within fifteen minute
two screened porches. Box i, car Journal
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FOR SALE AutomotLfe.
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Out
buildings.
ennvontences.
when
duel."
and
heat
aduret$i
(iive
conversant with
English, soldiers
RENT Nlcelv furnished loom, first
BALE
Ford roadster In first claws FOR SALE Nine room house; four room FOR
aniwprlnic L, V. care- Journal.
elnns bosrd next door. S09 West Gol,l
seeking special training In some par- - FOR
room
condition. Pbone 240S-Fon
bath
each
apartment upstairs;
ticular subject and many scores who
floor: hot water heat: lawn, shad trees For RENT Elegantly furnished rooms In
FOR SALE Ford touring car. 1914 model. and
TYPEWRITERS.
exclusive home, furnace heat and all
are being aided In obtaining
garage. 616 West Coal,
new lfllH engine. Phone 2141-.modern convenience..
Hrenkfast optional.
FOR SALE! (By Owner)
modern phone 1121.
Klx chummy roadster,
TYPEWRITERS
2 p. m., no sick.
All makes, overhauled and
Mitchell
call
tmv iornin
SALE
after
FOR
journal ...cial iba.eq win.)
brick (first w.rd), hardwood floor., two
The official function of the develoo- reasonable. Owner leaving
1817 mndeh
repaired. Ribbons for every machine. Al
room In modern
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porches,
White
Call
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Oarage.
Exchange. Phons $14
home with sleeping porch; also board. ma svnitk roon
Fox 211, City.
sociated Fress). Entente allied forces ment battalion as a whole Is to relieve rlty. SALE Overland car,
run
Phone 1315.
SALE
Furnished
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on the Ussuri front in Siberia took other organizations of unfit men; th--to FOR
FOR
4
unfurnished
$,000 miles; perfect condition; extra $300
condoct an intensive training with
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FOR SALL Livestock.
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to
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taken.
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and
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40$
and
North
outbuildings.
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service and to rid the service of FOR SALE Franklin series
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drove the enemy to the north, accord- all men
111 Boon, Fnortk
Pigs. 1202 North First
car run only 2,500 miles, Geoodyear cord FOR SALE Cement block house five rooms
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In first
car
and
ing to an allied official statement Is- are found physically,
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corner
cellar,
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water,
porch,
bumper
sleeping
city
FOR SALE 11. TTReTi'and barred roekTuT:
moror
car
e.
mentally
smaller
for
rad.
Will
sued today by the Japanese war
class condition.
lot one block from ear line, handy to thoos
Rig hens. 11H South Walter.
1987-a little cash and $11 per month. Call 1191
STOCK SALESMRV.
The allies, following up their ally incapable of performing the du- and cash difference. Phone
FOR SALE One car load good"Vgedgoats
HOO-a
of
soldier.
ties
Arno
Phon.
LARGE
South
manufacturer
of
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FOR REN1
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Call on or
Italian Finite Drop Ixjaflota,
three
young
doe.. 625 West Fruit.
bugBUSINESS CHANCES.
writs Stats Manager, Room 1, Armljo Bldg.,
and launched another attack against
FOR KENT Jetle driving horse and
FOR SALE One toy fox terrier. 9 months
Washington, Sept. 1. Slovak sub
gy. $1.00 for 3 hours, r none iih-j- :
Albuquerque.
the enemy positions. The text of the
old.
te
Wri
were in- aOiUBa
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MM North arN
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"On August S3 the enemy still re- formed of the progress andof alms of
hand
Journal.
oream
power
Morning
A
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ILLINOIS
separator. Halhrooks,
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Italian
mained on our front. His airplane the allies by an escadrllle
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Selling an Advertising Service to tankers, Isleta, N, M.
over Zara, and
manufacturers
and retailers,
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. Eld.r.
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vacancies for experienced
salesmen, pot
dropped 100,000 printed leaflets. All WANTED Position by experienced salesharness, or will trade for hogs or small
gent
wise there was no change. Tho of
1201 North First,
man, dry goods or shoes. Call 60J Bouth TOR SALE Transfer bu.lnrs. in Magdaleua necessarily In our line. Our salesmen ate plrs.
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Third.
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doing goon nusiness, best cash customers. business Increasing despite the war.
;
safely,
fled
A
The
a.
Transfer
Auto
NURSE
guns
at
their
Magda-l-aCo..
care
would
actually
StonTge
for
fantry.
City
The
tarn est breeders
patients
territory: commission contract with of ALBUQUERQUE In
N. U.
horn
,
a few hour, dally. Also give Iron.
numbered fourteen and he also
"he Southwest. Can
registered hogs
reasonable weekly expense ad;anee. Permclassified Phone S1J3-Tell it through
J.
FOR SALE Hotel, aevenseea well furnished anent position with utmost
supply you with herd boars and young pigs
had some other heavy guns. '
Re-wit-s
WANTED Dry cleaning to do by experirooms, centrally located, atoss to depot. from house which I. the recognised leader at moderate prices. We have all kinds. Of"On August 23 our right wing, now columns of The
enced lady. Waists 15c. skirts toe. suit Owner wilt aacrtfloe. Se National LavMt In Its line.- - Address Bale Department, Tbs fice till Bouth Third. Phono KS. Ranoh
1131-fcuarded pr the Japanese, was twice
Phons
bath
(9c.
pre flulck
robes
76a
meat
Phons 2iO-Fsod rugs
Co., 10 North Third.
gertain.
.
Cerlicu Barklow Co., Jollet, 111,
.
.

Ia

J

M--

exe-

cuted night Tjpernjiion, carried out
with (treat dash and enterprise, the
Australians seized the hill and vil
lage of Mont St. Puentin, north of
Peronnc, thereby gaining possession
of an Important tactical feature com
manding Feronne and the angle of
the Somme river.
"The same operation captured the
Over 1,500
Village of Feuiilacourt.
prisoners 'were taken. Our casualties
Were exceptionally light.
"This morning English troops attacked on the left of the Australians
with complete success and captured
Marrieres wood and the high ground
east and north of this, with a consid
erable number of prisoners.
"During the day hostile countcr-a- t
tacks launched against the Australians and English were successfully
repulsed.
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MONEY TO LOAN.
TO LOAN On real estate security.
rinM rs
RmO
whw se.
WANTED To loan money at per cent, any
amount up to $10,001) for long or short
terms. No commission. P. O. Uox iUd.
MONEY

r

t.7 w..r

huinlture.

FOR SALE

Second hand dining room
FOR BALK
table, buffet and chairs; good condition.
516 West Roma. Tel. 162.
I'OR SALE Solid o.ik writing desk, book
case and mirror combined. Klne refrigerBs plate, dishes, table,
ator, tbrec-lmrnwest central.
etc. 50H

MAIL STAGE
any. Urn.
Phons call anywhere
Mlver City T a.m-- i ar. Mogollon I p.m.
L.
7
Sliver
ar.
City 1 pro.
a.m.;
Lv. Mogollon
Best squlpped auto livery In southwest,
MOTOH
BENNETT
TBANglt CO. v
Silver City. N. M.

TIME CARDS.
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ud8li
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jT.

the
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ATCHISON, TOPEKA

WAX

SANTA FE BlAIo
CO.

Wewtboiuid.
Arrives
Class.
Depart!
1:90 pro.
. . 7:10 pm.
The Scout
California Llmltod ,.11:45 am. 19:45 pm.
am. 11:11 am,
Fargo Fast ....... ..10:46
1:19 am.
. . 1:10 am.
The Navajo
Southbound.
10:11pm.
$01. El Paso Express
'
11 .45 am.
107. El Paso Express
Eastbonnd.
7.15 sm. l:0Sam.
It. Tha Beout
..on
I. The Navajiv
:40pm,
4. California Limited ...4:00pm.
7:00pm.
10:24
I. Baata F. Eight
pm.
9::pm.
From South,
lit. Kansas City and Chicago, ....T:taaa,
tl, tMttt CR( and Cbloaca ws14l Oi
No.

1.
2.
7.
1.

...

.......

P.

EIGH'
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
S18 WKST CENTRAL

AVE.

Plumbers, Hot Water and Steam Heaters, Tinner

'Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

fhone tit.

jf. H.

Colorado Elberta Peaches
.11

THE
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FIRE AT SUPERIOR
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LUMBER-COMPAN-

Y

City's Largest Lumber Contractors Lose Entire Plant;

I'KOM

m: lll.KK

II.l)

JV Oil SO.
'"CANNING

!i5

GUARANTEED.
ALBCQCKItQCK,

AUK

arrived ut

at

Was Second Alarm

A

Mills

the- - mills folk the second
lime last night that the blaze had
ti.'ined a tremendous heauway.
Otheia, however, are of the opinion that the fire was caused from a
tpai k left from th afternoon's fire.
They believe the shavings were not
thoroughly extinguished by the firemen and that the sparks smouldered
for some hours and then gained headway beneath the building.
Tl.e firemen last night obtained an
extra crew which prepared a horst-aw- n
chemical wagon, to be ready
in case of an emergency call.
Hoys Sine Babbits.
One feature of Mic lire which attracted the sympathy 0f quite un
Hrmy of small boy. was the danger
to a large number of white and
n
rabbits, which occupied hutches
:n a yird near the burning plant. As
the heat became almost suffocating
the rabbits' showed signs of dis re.--s.
Several of the lads attempted to
them but the beat drove them
back- Finally, however, they succeed-- d
In carrying part of the hutches to
fafety and liberating the other rab.
bits.
Part of the household goods which
was curried into the sleets was damaged by water and smoke. The majority of those liing near, however,
enticed the danger to their homes
nd removed their belongings, at an
arly stage.
W. H. Stark, proprietor of a
paint
shop, adjoining the plant, declared
last night that two weeks ago several small boys were playing with fire
near a lumber pile. He said the boys
had managed to sot fire to a largo
Mlo of lumber when he discovered
them. They ran. Stark extinguished
the blaze, I,ast night park's shop
was badly damaged by the fire. He
saved hhv stock of paints and the contents of he shop.
Pedro Sanchez was arrested Inst
night on a charge of driving over a
fire hose. He furnished $.10 bond for
his nppearence in police court and
was released. The network of fire
hose laid by the two companies was
such that traffic on First street was
partially blocked until a late hour.

THE
NEW

Idea! Theater
Last Showing Today, 1 to

p. m.

5c-- 1

Oc-- 1

5c

frank Keenan in 'More Trouble'
".More Trouble" Is aptly described as a tragic farce.
It has to
do with the ludicrous thials and tribulations of a wealthy iron manufacturer upon the graduation of his son from college. It Is a riot
of mirth from start to finish. If you enjoy laughing you cannot afford to miss this feature, which has taken, the larger cities by storm
the holt that hit Proadway.
"It Is something new - a tragic, farce, and the best picture play
of the year." The N. Y. Tribune.
"Fast and exciting, and the best picture play that has come to
The N. Y. Herald.
Broadway."
"'More Trou'ble' sets the pnoo; It Is a riot of fun, although every
character is deadly serious." The Tunes.
You, too, will enjoy "More Trouble"
a dollar's worth of fun
for fifteen cents.

Bel-gia-

During the Same Day,

(iKT KEADV FOR VOl It

1 1

s

"1

;

Fire of unknown origin, last night
destroyed the entire plant of the
Lumber and Mill company, 501.
521 South First street. The fire was
WATCH THE SEW IDEAL PROGRAMS
l'. S. Food license 'i. 1 70 1(1.
6003 1HINGS COMING
discovered at ::!(! o'clock, officials of
TOMOKROV-l4Mdamthe company estimated the total
Love In "A Little KM or or I Aoiybodv."
I HI KSPAY
"Twin Pods Traded lor a
age at $50,000. of this amount $;I0,- I'HIDA
Gail Kane hi "A Game of Wits."
000 roprc scnted the hnil'IniBs and
and $:'0,000 thy stock of
The New-IdeaTheater Js Ideal Not in Name Only
FRANK K KENAN
HOMER n. WARD
lumber, paints, oils and building hard-w- a
ROIJERT
JONES
115 Marble Avenue.
re,
Coai and Booth Walter,
Fhonea
The file alarm at J o'llock brought
rhone
67
the firemen (piickly to the plant. They
found that small boys had been playing with fire near a pile of shavings
Mrs.William Moore Combs
an dthat the fire had Rotten beyond
Will open her studio at the
their control The small blaze was
Woman's club on Tuesday,
quickly extinguished. Chief Russell
Sept. 3rd.
said he then inspected the property
Morning hours:
to be certain that no fire remained
High-clas- s
Gaffney musical kindergarwhich might burst froth later.
and regular kindergarten
ten,
AVhen the firemen arrived at the
course.
second alarm last night, they found
Afternoon hours:
Individual piano Instruction.
the flames enveloping the entire cenFletcher music method In
ter of the .structure, eating .into the
A Drama In Which the Woman
class work.
Pays I lie Price of Folly
planing mill and rapidly destroying
the piles of lumber. The flames shot
upward for a hundied feet and dense
clouds of acrid smoke filled, the air.
in a
which made the work of the firemen
comedy, "THE WIDOW'S MIGHT"
Greater VlUigrnph Feature in Five Keels
haza droits. The intense heat oV the
huge blaze, kept the thousands of
lOxpcricnccd (Iclivcryman at Hawpeople who gathered at some dis
Tuesday and Wednesday, Henry Walthal in
kins Grocery Sloro. Phone 1631
tance from the fire and only the reg'
Ix'fore 10 a. ni.
"HIS ROBE OF HONOR."
ular firemen, the Santa Fe fireron
and the volunteers who were called
by Chief Kussell ventured near ' the
OF
buildings.
in
Other lluildiiigs
Danger.
od an instiucloiship in mathematics
The big buildings soon were a mass
on the faculty of the University of
of
seething flames and from the first
Illinois. Jlr. Kosenb.uh lias ulno boon
LABOR DAY
It could be seen that the plant was
accepted for cnliHtment in the meteor- doomed. The flames
an
across
lapped
ological bianrh of the research division of the simial corps, and while at alley to the 'west of the plant and
Jinnois, he will do some advanced slightly burned the oipheum theater
work in mathematics and meteorol- and the Denver hotel Three small
residences just Routh of the piunit
ogy.
were ignited again and again but each
1
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY
Seventy men were on the north- - time the firemen
succeeded In saving
ItiL-.. e rn
hound trM.ln
,.U
I.,
UM
I
i
i
r
Pa
hi
i.inii inoi
i. lnem'
in M and Psychic Card Reader
dii:i;..
T.
",,p resilience, occupied Dy a
Committees in charge of the Labor
ti,
1724 West Central
in the lioswell district by the I'nited negro family, just west of the burning day celebration today
yesterday preStates employment bureau and were plant, was gutted by the fire hut the pared Hunlng
Palladino&Co.
l'hone 151 iw
park for the thousands
'
headed for the coal fields in Stag can- dwellers managed to save their houseI '
of
:
visitors
who
GROCERIES AND MFATH
'are
to
hold
attend
expected
effects Virtually every residence
Colfax
yon,
county.
01 W. Tijcraa. Plioues
S
the celebration this afternoon, fables
a
within
radius
of
several
:
hundred
Kdmund Uoss and Robert McClug-ha- n
I
".!
yards was vacated of Its furnishings and seats were arranged for basket!
returned last night from a week's and
s
I
the residents piled their' houseJ. ,
I
dinner parties.
.SfSB i
trip to points In I'nion county, where hold
goods in the street.
The parade, which will be the larg- -' Competent seamstress as asthey located claims for oil on 3.600
The flames quickly destroyed all est yet held in Albuquerque, will form
acres of land in a district which is
sistant in alteration departi:
of the neighboring telephone poles at Tenth street and
:; being prospected north of
Copper 'avenue! ment. Apply
Clayton. and
of
9 and 10 o'clock.
the
were
wires
between
down.
many
They report excellent indications for Two
Promptly
wires carrying a heavy voltage at 10 o'clock it will move east on Ccn-- I
THE ECONOMIST
the development of a producing field
to
avenue
threatened
fall
tral
to
TROMIT SERVICE.
and the bystanders
The I'nited Oil company Is drilling a
First street, south on!
PHONE
:
75.
STRONG
Ilf.K . nnppin
wa muMm A test well in the area with equipment were ordered some distance away. First street to Gold avenue, west on!
I
JO II
AND SECOND.
i. for going to a depth of 3,500 feet They did not fall, however. The fact Gold avenue to Third street, north to'
the
that
Central
avenue
walls of the Denver holel
The records of the county clerk at
and back to Tenth!
Clayton show that about 10,000 acres and the Orpheum theater were of street, where it will )e disbanded.:
Kach
of
the
four divisions of the paof land have been leased with a view thick concrete saved thoso buildings.
to drilling.
The flames several times threatened rade will be headed by an assistant
of
the day.
the Bald ridge Lumber company across marshal
All persons wishing to enlist In the
During the afternoon, prominent
the street but a bucket brigade aided
WANTED.
will
tho union men' British or Canadian forces are readdress
a garden hose prevented It f r im speakers
by
..
A
to call on the undersigned.
girl or woman to take care of
:
u
Twice the timbers of the a ! and their friends at the park. Follow-- j quested
baby. Must have good character and igniting.
ing the speakers, games and contests
inviaduct
smoked
joining
from
the
British Canadian Recruiting
references. Apply 1105 West Central
Tourist lunches. Pullman Cafo.
tense heat but the Santa Fe fire crew will be held, foj- which Thrift Stamp
Mission
Martin & Thorn. Tail. Phone 27J avenue.
it from burning. Traffic prizes will be gilven.
prevented
MRS.
is
It estimated by representatives of,
ROREUT R. PUTNEY.
cn the viaduct was stopped an! even
The office of the county clerk will
unions here that more than 1,000
closed all day today.
pedestrians were unable to c.o-:- s for the
union men and their sons will comMrs. H. H. Brooks of Las duces, WANTED A young man, about ID. a time because of the heet. A lluht
Resident Officer
prise the parade, together with tho
to hold and read
copy for pro if wind from the south threw large civilian
spent Sunday in Albuquerque.
automobiles.
pedestrians
and
in mailing room. turning embers
to
and
assist
reader,
on the adjoining A band will
ifl
Mi. Betty Fletcher Smith of Santa Permanent situation to
for the paright party buildings and occupants of ihe build- rade and willfurnisha music
Fe was in Albuquerque yesterday.
in
concert
tho
give
business
office.
Journal.
ings on Kccod street ad near ho cornJohn D. McManus of Clovin, x. M., Apply
er of Coal avenge, removed many of
was an Albuququerquo visitor yestertheir valuables to safe places.
day.
Modern
1 to
c..ttKc; K'nsned in
6, Admission 10c; 6 to 11, Adults 15c, Children 10c
Both the Highland and the Low- CJuincy Handles, forest examiner,
slreplng porch; fine Ihwii ami trees;
FROM
OUR
ganore.
lfand fire departments answered the
has returned from an official visit to LETTERS
FOR QUICK SERVICE!
Phone Mi.
second alarm. Eight streams of ivatcr
MKH. JOHN MJK
822 West Copper.
several forests In Arizona.
1MB
SOLDIERS AT HOME
Mr. and Mrs. Clem Sheppard
Koino Ave.
three from plugs and five through the
l'hone Rlft
ofi
pump engines, were turned on the
JMountainnlr, rs. M., visited in this city
Livery nnil satiate horses. Trim bio
AND AT THE FRONT flames and at an early hour this Red Ilam.
BITTNER HOUSE ROOMS
$1
.yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. II. Karr and Mr.
Four suits pressed $1.25.
morning the firemen still vere playIB
South first, rhone 221.
and Mrs. p. M. Harking- motored to
ing water upon the smoldering ruins YOUR
HAULING BY TONS
Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
end removing the i lies of burnt lumMbiupierquo yesterday from Santa Fe
LaVcrno Weniing.
Delivery. Phone atMh
Is Motirlaed bj Henry's Delivery.
and will spend Ijibor day here.
A. It. Werning, VitiZ West Fruit av. ber, so that a wind might not fan Phone 030.
Kxpei'lenccd,
competent,
steady
Mrs. T. J. McCaffrey has received
chauffeur. Mght work. Apply at
has received an Interesting let- their, into flame.
word that her two sons, John and entie,
anta I'c Cichs Assist.
To Replace That Broken Window
ter from his son, LaVerne Werni'.ig,
Persons who wish to renew or take 2 o'clock Monday ut. my oiflce at
James McCaffrey, have arrived safely
St. Joseph's Sanatorium.
The work of the Sant.i Fc firemen out membership
Glass.
In the Red Cross
lb). Co 135th Infantry, who is stationoverseas.
DR. O. T. HYDI'.
ed at Camp Dix( N. J. Werning form, vas particularly efficient and no small ran do so by calling at Strong's Book
LUMBER CO,
AliBCQUFRQCll!
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Barrett and
was stationed at Camp Cody, N. part o fthe credit for saving adjoin- Store, O. A. Matson
Co., Grtmahaw'a
42S N. first
rhone 421.
daughter, Miss Katherlne, 701 South erly
is
or
M.
ing
Mrs.
n.
buildings
due
to
n,
In
them.
Two
The
regletter follows
part:
Fergnson, or by phoning
Walter street, left yesterday for
fire
ular
me
and
crevg
two
"We
cnairman of the Manbenbln com
Dlx) last night
emergency
Dressmaking and Tailoring
Greenville, Pa where they will visit. about got here (Campwere
o'clock and
put in bar- crews answered a special alarm from mitted No. lXftl.W.
Members of the Girl Scouts are reAt once, two or three
the
Brlnsr ynur materlata
Santa
nrl let us cut and
Fe
racks. As yet we don't know finch
shops. The men quick
quested to meet at the corner of Cen
A NUMBER OB"
ly got their apparatus to the scene CITY ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP fit your Rownn, luita. ami coals. You do the
is
about
the
it
salesladies.
that
exept
experienced
amp
larger
our
under
Inxtl
uoilon.
tral and Copper avenues this morning
sewing
and in a, few minutes were assisting
4.
Hours
at 9:15, for the purpose of participat- - tl,an Cody' 11 ls ttl)mlt
to
6
or
Pay by garment,
PHONE .607
days
Apply aj
from Philadelphia and eighteen miles the firemen in eveiy way. Under di- FREE
CALL
AND
DEUVERt for o.
ing In the parade.
A. S. Houghton,
rection
of
Want positions on farms some
v
e
t'lTV
COI.I.KliK
over
in
((I'KKN
rl"m
BATCH'S,
STAND
l
OLD
platform
slopped
Mr. and Mrs. James K. Tlerney and!
Jersey ity.
Hiwt OntnU.
are experienced
EmTHE ECONOMIST
;t;l
hands.
son. Stanley, arrived the other lvl Amarillo. Tex., about two hours and foreman, and Stationmaster Ed SinB. M. WItilJtAJbUI
Irom Stamps, Ark., and are visiting paraded. It is a good town. They gave clair, one of the crews prevented the
ployers needing men should
Dentist
Mr. and Mrs. Martin S. Tierncy, par ug several bunches of bananas. We got Santa Fe freight house from ignitsee the
out of the train three times a day and ing, and also ussisted in saving the Rooms 1 and a. WnlMnc Bulldlnc Mrs. Hlnnrhf Vadrrwood TrHellrr of Piano
cnts of Mr. Tlerney.
Phone No. 084.
members of the railA dozen couples journeyed to Bear exercised, and the band played at the viaduct. Oil.Kpeclal attention given to beginners.
Corner Nentnd and OolA.
road crews took the safe and Part of
MORNING JOURNAL OFFICE
canyon yesterday for an
picnic, depots. We got into Kansus City in
Special courses in theory anil harnvmy.
;
i,he
the
furnishings
from
the office of Tell it
morning and paraded. They gave
taking lunch in the canyon. The par-tSMSSSSMISSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSJBSISSJSSJI
Goriowskl
method
studio
Phone
used,
through the classified IKiS-J- . Kesldenee Phono 2072. BtuJIn
A glass or Gloricta wlih a sand- - !
was supervised by William Gilpin, lis a good reception- The town we liked the lumber mill. The men went into
'
best was Fort Madison, Iowa. The the biasing building repeatedly after columns of The Journal. Rewlch 15 cents
Fred Higglns and Lee Howard.
West Clold Avenue.
::'0
All members of Mineral Lodge No. people all turned out and shook hands valuable papers and books, until the); sults are auick and certain.
:
were ordeivd ty an officer to coaje!
4, Knights of Pythias, are requested and wished ns well.
'
Second and Central
to attend the regular convention to- The
USED CAR SALE
"We got Into Chicago about 2 a. mM
Superior mills form the largcs"
"Grlmshaw
Wants
to
See
Ion"
g
night at o'clock, 116 West Gold ave- got up at 4:30 and went to the Y. M. lumber contractors of the city. Ofnue. Business of importance will be C. A. where we took a much needed ficers of the firm are: Wallace
Look Qtot the list Too Wa
transacted.
bath, it is a fine building. We left
president; William Hesselden,
Find Just What Too Want.
T. O. Wimmer has finished his Chicago on
1
the Pennsylvania lines vice president; L. G. Hesselden. seccourse in the officers' training school
GRAZING
William
Overland
LAND
retary.
One
Hesselden
Fort
Touring,
said
FOR SALE
last
through
Wayne. Ind., Canton,
at Camp Pike, Ark., and has been O.,
n'frht that only about t o p$300
1 Suitable range for sheep for
cent f
and
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia.
commissioned as a second lieutenant. There were
One Overland Touring,
the los is covered by iiuJurance, ow1 lease on lonff or short term lease.
machine
many
factories,
He is a son of Mr. and Mrs. Wimmer
Wm. L. Staley & Co., Second and
..,$250
hhnps an dfoundries, all working full ing to the fact that Insurance
One Dort, Touring
of Liberal, Kans.
Gold Ave.
$450
2:30
will not Insure lumber
blast. we went through Pittsburgh at
Bulck
One
Six
$750
Light
S. L. Tarnless, a motorman for the night
tor th 'r full vnlin.
the
Cross
us
lied
by
gave
candy
city electric company, was arrested cigarettes and
MANY BARGAINS
May Have Beeu Incendiary.
AMONG
postcards. Stopped in
The owner has been called to ftcrvicc and lias instructed me to sell
by Police Sergeant N. M. Miller last
THE ABOVE. CALL AND
about fifty minutes. The , Fire chief Kussell is of the opin-io- n
night o na charge of stealing money Philadelphia
his
LADIES
on
the aliove date, nothing to be rethat the fire was of Incendiary
entire house furnlMliings
P.ed Cross gave
us individual
Ice
LOOK THEM OVER
from the company. A complaint was
Savo mid help the Allies win the
served. Jive 'rooms of furnlslilngs to go to the highest bidder for
by 4 Inched trigln. He bases his belief on the fact
sworn by Joe Miller. Tarnlee is in cream bricks, about 1
war; cut your dressmaking In half
In size, cigarettes and matches. A man that two false alarms were received
cash.
jail.
by patronizing a modiste who will
the firemen immediately following
Z KISTLER-OVERLAN- D
CO.
.
Prof. J. B. Hosenbach of the de- passed cigars abound. Women are by
cut, lit and baste your dresses.
their
of the alarm for the
You can do tho finishing,
Library lahle, rockers, ruga, bed, springs and ninttrcHses, birdseyc
X
710.
partment of mathematics of the Uni- working on the street cars In Kansas lumber receipt
5
Phone
W.
Central
phone
2104W.
versity of New Mexico, left last night City and clean cars In Chicago- From leceived mills.theOne of the alarms was
maple dresser, oak dresser, baby bed, reading lamp, costumcr, dining
by
Central station callfor Urbana, 111., where he has accept- - Chicago east they clean cars, work In
table and chairs, congoleiun,' tubs, dishes, cooking utensils, refrigthe yards, mines and factories. The ing the men to a point at the extreme
erator, kitchen range, heater, and many other articles not menpeople all along the lines waved their torth end of Second street The othhands at us and flags were waving er was received by ihe Highland tire
tioned In this ad. t ome early.
,
men simultaneously and called them
Gallop Lamp
everywhere. I must close as everyGallup Store
CerrUIos Lump
to
the
extreme south end of Broad.CerrUIos Store
thing has to be washed. I suppose we
516
3,
way. The chief also declared that he
will .have to go, to bed because everyi PHONE
is not satisfied that the fire which
thing is dirty."
HAULS ANYTHING
almost destroyed the New State coal
ANTHRACmt, ALL SIZES; STEAM COAL.
.
Fee's fee store will le cloned
yard a week ao, was not of IncendiMill
Coke,
Wood,
Factory Wood, Cord Wood, NatlTS Kindling, Lisa,
day, SojHenibrr 2nd. p. W. FEE. ary origin. He said, when the firemen

STORE CLOSED ALL DAY TODAY
(i--

WARD'S

STORE

Four-poster-

,"

I

.132-171-1-

f.YRIC THEATE1D
JL
TODAY ONLY

CORINNRIFFITH
in

Mi

"LOVE WATCHES"
BIG "V" COMEDY REEL

LAST TIME TODAY
House of
Pictures and Music

Jewell Carmen in "The Fallen Angel"
ALSO SMILING BILLY PARSONS
eI

WANTED

CELEBRATION

WANTED
Second cook. Pullman

OPENS

LABOR DAY

Cafe.

WITH BIS

Store Closed All
Day

t

PH

j

ZZz

Mrs. J. E. Owen

THEATER
R
HmJJ
TIE
LAST

I

I

TODAY

ini-ii-

fpaRlltjafJ

Mated

495-40-

r

WANTED

.

Strong Brothers
Undertakers

J.'

BRITISHERS
ENLIST NOW!

LOCAL ITEMS

Seen This One I
Artcraft Presents I

'7

U,vViT...

m.

I

You Have Never

wm s.

HART

iLSI "Shark
onroe

j

j

George Roslington

His Last Picture
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For Sale At Once
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SPRINGER

Tomorrow, Sept.

at

East Grand Ave.

J. L. GOBER, Auctioneer.
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